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This app is only available in the App Store for iPhone and iPad. * Parental Choice Award winner!*Wild Shakes World Adventure is the ultimate wild shaker app to get you on the creature trail, playing and learning about creature powers with the Kratt Brothers.Climb with spider monkey, stink fight with
lemurs, camouflage with frogfish, swing with orangutans, swim with dolphins, and tap along with a woodpecker with adventure app from the hit PBS KIDS show, WILD KRATTS! Features:•60 general levels•Over 120 stickers and Wow facts•Children can take their creatures power selfies with all 6 animals•
6 Creature Power games, including:•Climbing with a spider monkey • Stink fights lemur's •Stealth with frogfish•Swinging with orangutan•Swimming with dolphins•Touching with woodbearsChildren aged 4 to 8 years can tilt and touch multilevel games that promote habitat exploration around the world.
Focusing on science, each game allows children to observe, explore and use creature power suits to complete missions and help the Kratt Brothers. As the levels are complete, children earn creature power selfies, habitat stickers and Wow! facts that help to promote the learning of their animal science
and natural history. Wild Kratts World Adventure is based on the PBS KIDS series WILD KRATTS, produced by Kratt Brothers Company and 9 Story Media Group, and is designed to expand the series science curriculum. For more learning adventures with WILD KRATTS, visit pbskids.org/wildkratts. For
more apps from PBS KIDS, visit PBS KIDSWild Shakes World Adventure as part of PBS KIDS' continued commitment to helping kids build the skills they need to succeed in school and life. PBS KIDS, the number one educational media brand for children, offers all children the opportunity to explore new
ideas and new worlds through television and digital media as well as community programs. PrivacyAcross all media platforms, PBS KIDS is committed to creating a safe environment for children and families and is transparent about what information is collected from users. To learn more about the PBS
KIDS privacy policy, visit pbskids.org/privacy. * iOS 9 BUG FIX! We apologize for the latest iOS 9 bug, but glad you know we've noso been. Please update your app to continue learning the powers of your favorite creatures!*please leave a review and let us know your favorite creature power game! I love a
show like I'm in love with, but the game needs more animals and makes me mad kinda with games kinda but I still love it just hard for some animals to please more animals! I'm 7 and I hv have been watching since I was 5! I love your work! Tyyyy so much adventuring with animals! I LOVEEEEEEEE
ANIMALS SO MUCH TOO! ❤️❤️❤️I'm not like some that they say they have heard of wild shakes they really don't watch it. I have proof! When I say, What is litergusa krattorm, they do not know what it is! But I have to admit
I think the tarsier creature power disc from the disk holder made
with 20 disks, I think it was aye aye.
but I also have a question. Is tarsier cousin aye aye? Please reply to this view. I loveeee your work, truly! Keep on creature adventuring! I'll see you on the creature's trail! ❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️
I love the game, but
you need more animals because I finished all the levels and need more animal games to play. Can you add otters and pandas and falcons, please the developer, PBS KIDS, has not provided information about your privacy practices and data processing to Apple. For more information, see the developer's
privacy policy. When a developer submits the next app update, they'll need to provide your privacy. Three new games! Activate the powers of your spider monkey, lemurs and frogfish creature! Climb, camouflage, and stink fight as you explore new habitats. 60 new stickers and Wow facts added. * Android
Coming Soon!* More + All features: 60 total levels Over 120 stickers and Wow Facts Children can take their creature power selfies with all 6 animals in 6 creature Power games, including: - Climbing with spider monkey - Fighting lemur' u - Camouflaging with frogfish - Swinging with orangutan's -

Swimming with dolphins - Tapping with woodpecker Kids ages 4 to 8 can tilt and tap your way through multilevel games , which promotes habitat exploration around the world. Focusing on science, each game allows children to observe, explore and use creature power suits to complete missions and help
the Kratt Brothers. As the levels are complete, children earn creature power selfies, habitat stickers and Wow! facts that help to promote the learning of their animal science and natural history. Less - We've created some useful tips to help solve common problems. For more help, visit our Help section.
Tips and helpful tips. Wild Adventure Kratts running is absolutely one of the greatest wild shake games and Angela gold rush games ever made google play, you'll get addicted to wild shake video adventure games it's just simple and amazing talking wild shake all you have to do is tapping jump over to
wild root games on the road collecting life obstacles to get more shaken brothers life and get your best wild shake live adventure game sequel , run and jump metro wild shake movies adventure games ages for kids and adults wild shake video Subway Temple adventure is completely one of the most
shaken brothers addictive and entertaining free Games ever made with great game quality, download the Shake brothers game now and experience the joy of jumping through various wild shakes adventure games in shadow worlds! One of the wild shake games adventure jungle game! And this is free
kratt brothers games! This wild shake live running jumping game has many types of wild shake movies and got so many worlds and levels, let's try to improve the wild shake video of your action and wild shake skills this wild shake game with easy to play How to play kratt brothers? * Use right button to
move forward and left button to move wild shake live back * spatula button to attack wild shaker adventure game enemies * Use the button up to make wild shake movies and follow the game lep's Story of this wild shaken video is from our imagination and has nothing to do with the real wild shaken
character cartoon Our friend wild shake games want to save from monsters , having been attacked by kratt brothers in a city that exists on the deep sea to let participate in our time and go help the wild shake live to stop this chaos of our hero wild shake movies You can choose wild shake videos as a
player of wild shakes Do you have love with the super kratt brothers? wild shake live and his friends very cute What is the feature wild shake movies? * Talking wild shaken videos throw bullet enemies * Easy to choose all wild shakes member * Use coins to change wild shakes games with player * On or
off music sound tom and Angela jungle games * Available at world level kratt brothers So play wild shake live and show me what you can wild shake movies and don't forget to appreciate our wild shaken videos! How to play: Wild Shake is simple you have buttons on the screen arrows to move wild-shake
games and other buttons to perform other activities such as run jump throw and swim kratt brothers wild shake live is a new adventure game in which you will live on the deep sea with lots of funny wild shaken movie creatures and you spend all your time with our lovely hero wild shake video games who
want to keep their friends and your city from coming danger This game created from wild shaken fans and only wild shaken games fans We can not connect with kratt brothers and all brand or copyright is wild shaken live owner, please contact us if you feel that we are violating wild shaken moviesThanks
install and play this wild shaken video Kids can learn the facts about animals , science, and geography. After they use their fine motor skills and problem solving to work with each mini-game, the kids will unlock the facts about the three featured animals. They'll make with other animals and prior
knowledge, developing reading skills and using logic to make connections about how each animal is associated with its habitat. Children will see where each animal lives on the map, adding some geography into the learning mix. Mix. Kratts World Adventure, children will get excited about animals and
about learning. Join Wild Kratts and other PBS Kids favorites with this 15 Sport Stories DVD!Wild Shakes episodes included: Road Runner Trees wants to leave the Sonoran Desert to resupply Tortuga, but Chris and Martin don't want to go until they track down a mysterious lizard. But they will need the
help – and powers – of their friend Road Runner.City Hoppers! While Aviva and Trees help two Wild Kratt children take a catapult, Chris and Martin explore the world of grasshopper. They soon realize that these might jumpers were indeed the first catapulters and the Kratt Brothers went on a creature
adventure to learn all they can about grasshopper's amazing jumping powers. Wild Kratts Laziness Bear Cloth Face Mask.Activate Laziness Powers with Chris, Martin, and Shaggo – Sloth Bear Kid! Non-medical mask handmade in the USA. The mask is made with 2 layers of 100% polyester. The front
layer is printed with its favorite Wild Kratts design and inside is white soft polyester. The mask comes with traditional elastic ear loops. Face mask is reusable and washable! Not intended for use in medicine or industry. MaskClub.com (Kids) VisitMaskClub.com (Adults) Visit Wild Shake Swimming with
Sharks Cloth Face Mask.Activate Shark Powers with Chris, Martin and their shark friends! Non-medical mask handmade in the USA. The mask is made with 2 layers of 100% polyester. The front layer is printed with its favorite Wild Kratts design and inside is white soft polyester. The mask comes with
traditional elastic ear loops. Face mask is reusable and washable! Not intended for use in medicine or industry. MaskClub.com (Kids) VisitMaskClub.com (adults) Visit Wild Kratts Purple Poison Frog Creature Power Disc Cloth Face Mask.Activate Poison Frog Powers! Non-medical mask handmade in the
USA. The mask is made with 2 layers of 100% polyester. The front layer is printed with its favorite Wild Kratts design and inside is white soft polyester. The mask comes with traditional elastic ear loops. Face mask is reusable and washable! Not intended for use in medicine or industry. MaskClub.con
(Kids) VisitMaskClub.com (Adults) Visit Wild Kratts Fly High Cloth Face Mask.Fly high Chris, Martin, Aviva and their parrot friends! Non-medical mask handmade in the USA. The mask is made with 2 layers of 100% polyester. The front layer is printed with its favorite Wild Kratts design and inside is white
soft polyester. The mask comes with traditional elastic ear loops. Face mask is reusable and washable! Not intended for use in medicine or industry. MaskClub.com (Kids) VisitMaskClub.com (Adults) Visit Wild Shake Orange Octopus Creature Power Disc Cloth Face Mask.Activate Octopus Non-medical
mask handmade in the USA. The mask is made with 2 layers of 100% polyester. The front layer is printed with your favorite Wild Wild the design and inside is white soft polyester. The mask comes with traditional elastic ear loops. Face mask is reusable and washable! Not intended for use in medicine or
industry. MaskClub.com (Kids) VisitMaskClub.com (Adults) Visit Wild Kratts Green Moose Creature Power Disc Cloth Face Mask.Activate Moose Powers! Non-medical mask handmade in the USA. The mask is made with 2 layers of 100% polyester. The front layer is printed with its favorite Wild Kratts
design and inside is white soft polyester. The mask comes with traditional elastic ear loops. Face mask is reusable and washable! Not intended for use in medicine or industry. MaskClub.com (Kids) VisitMaskClub.com (Adults) Visit Wild Shakes Cheetah Power Cloth Face Mask.Activate Cheetah Speed
with Martin and his cheetah friend! Non-medical mask handmade in the USA. The mask is made with 2 layers of 100% polyester. The front layer is printed with its favorite Wild Kratts design and inside is white soft polyester. The mask comes with traditional elastic ear loops. Face mask is reusable and
washable! Not intended for use in medicine or industry. MaskClub.com (Kids) VisitMaskClub.com (Adults) Visit Wild Kratts Red Hummingbird Creature Power Disc Cloth Face Mask.Activate Hummingbird Powers! Non-medical mask handmade in the USA. The mask is made with 2 layers of 100%
polyester. The front layer is printed with its favorite Wild Kratts design and inside is white soft polyester. The mask comes with traditional elastic ear loops. Face mask is reusable and washable! Not intended for use in medicine or industry. MaskClub.com (Kids) VisitMaskClub.com (adults) Visit Wild Kratts
Blue Goliath Tarantula Creature Power Disc Cloth Face Mask.Activate Goliath Tarantula Powers! Non-medical mask handmade in the USA. The mask is made with 2 layers of 100% polyester. The front layer is printed with its favorite Wild Kratts design and inside is white soft polyester. The mask comes
with traditional elastic ear loops. Face mask is reusable and washable! Not intended for use in medicine or industry. MaskClub.com (Kids) VisitMaskClub.com (adults) Visit Lion Creature Power Cloth Face Mask.Activate lion pride with Chris and his lion friend! Non-medical mask handmade in the USA. The
mask is made with 2 layers of 100% polyester. The front layer is printed with its favorite Wild Kratts design and inside is white soft polyester. The mask comes with traditional elastic ear loops. Face mask is reusable and washable! Not intended for use in medicine or industry. MaskClub.com (Kids)
VisitMaskClub.com (Adults) Visit Wild Kratts Yellow Cheetah Creature Power Disc Cloth Face Mask.Activate Cheetah Powers! Non-medical mask handmade The mask is made with 2 layers of 100% polyester. The front layer is printed with its favorite Wild Kratts design and inside is white soft polyester.
The mask comes with traditional elastic ear loops. Face mask is reusable and Not intended for use in medicine or industry. MaskClub.com (Kids) VisitMaskClub.com (adults) Visit Wild Kratts Group Cloth Face Mask.Hit the creature trail with the Wild Kratts gang! Non-medical mask handmade in the USA.
The mask is made with 2 layers of 100% polyester. The front layer is printed with its favorite Wild Kratts design and inside is white soft polyester. The mask comes with traditional elastic ear loops. Face mask is reusable and washable! Not intended for use in medicine or industry. MaskClub.com (Kids)
VisitMaskClub.com (Adults) Visit Wild Shakes Animal Friends Cloth Face Mask.Join Martin and Chris with their animal friends, Thornsley, Nubs, Shadow, Little Howler and more! Non-medical mask handmade in the USA. The mask is made with 2 layers of 100% polyester. The front layer is printed with its
favorite Wild Kratts design and inside is white soft polyester. The mask comes with traditional elastic ear loops. Face mask is reusable and washable! Not intended for use in medicine or industry. MaskClub.com (Kids) VisitMaskClub.com (adults) Visit Let Games Begin! Whether they're a mammal that can
swim ridiculous distances or a tiny insect with the power of a bodybuilder, each creature in the animal kingdom is uniquely awesome. But different creature powers to impress different people, and it ™ where you come from! Using the included group poster, you decide which competitor in each category is
the absolute coolest creature in Power! So get ready, it's time to crown some creature champions! Available at Whole Foods Markets or your local grocery store. OnNewsstandsNow.com VisitWhole Foods Markets In-Store Only This Set of 8 Wild Shakes Character and Animal Tattoos is on the ultimate
Wild Kratts Fan! Use them one by one, share other creature adventurers or add goodie bags, these tattoos come out easy in the bath! Includes: 8 TattoosNever tested on animalsAvailable only in the store. Spending too much time exploring the Sonora Desert or Dry Valleys of Antarctica – looking for the
world's most interesting animals?! 2-pack flavored lip balms will be a great purchase for you and your creature adventure! Includes: 2 Flavored Lip Balms - Blueberry and CherryNever tested on animalsAvailable in the store only. After a day on the animal creatures trail, this collection of products including
loofa, bath balls, shower gel and hot tub add a lot of fun to the bath time of any creature adventurer! Includes: 1 Bright Loofa2 Scented Bath Balls - Strawberry and Berry Scented Bubble Bath - Blueberry Scented Shower Gel - Cherry ScentedNever tested on animalsAvailable in the store only. What an
awesome way to encourage your messy creature adventure to get into the bath than by fizzing the ball in amazement! Try one of these two bath balls with a surprise color Includes:2 Scented Bath Balls Strawberry and Berry ScentedSurprise Color Inside! Never checked with animalsAvailable only in the
store. These deliciously flavored lip balms will save any creature adventurer from dry lips so they can focus on learning from an array of PBS characters, including Wild Saksts! Includes: 8 Flavored Lip Balm3 Wild Kratts Flavors - Cherry, Blueberry and WatermelonNevera tested on animalsAvailable in the
store only. Enjoy these brightly colored, blueberry-scented bath balls with some of your favorite PBS characters, including, Wild Kratts! Includes: 10 Blueberry Scented Bath BallsNever tested on animalsAvailable in the store only. What fun to have your favorite Wild Kratts Fan use while getting squeaky
clean! They can release some creativity in the bath with these products, but pretending they are one of the many water-based animals they love! Includes: 3 Fingerpaint SoapScents/ Colors: Grape/Purple, Cherry/Red, Blueberry/Blue1 Paint Palette2 Sponge Stampers4 CrayonsBerry ScentedBlue, Red,
Orange and GreenNever tested on animalsAvailable in store only. Trouble getting your favorite creature adventure into the bath at the end of a full day of creature adventuring? These Bath Crayons will definitely help! Adding a lot of fun to the bath time, children can enjoy using the bath while getting clean
themselves – and of course it comes off easily! Berry Scented6 Awesome ColorsColors: Green, Dark Blue, Purple, Red, Orange, Light BlueNever tested on animalsAvailable in store only. What is the best part to be on a creature adventure? Getting dirty! And that means getting clean always comes next!
Continue the fun in the bath, where you can use this fingerpaint soap to draw your favorite animals! Blueberry ScentedNever tested with animalsAvailable in the store only. Want your nails to look awesome for your next creature adventure?! You can have your favorite Wild Kratts characters along with any
adventure with these colorful nail art pieces! Includes: 1 Nail Decal Sheet1 Gemstone Sheet1 Nail Sticker SheetÂ Never Tested on AnimalsAvailable in Store Only. One of the coolest things about exploring the creature world is learning about the different types of animals that live among us. From the
small blue jays that make their homes in north American trees to the huge polar bears roaming the Arctic tundra, our world has a collection of cool creatures with even cooler creature powers! Amazon (US) VisitAmazon (CAD) Visit Act on some of your favorite Wild Shakes Adventures wild shake toys
Animal Power Action Image Set – Hammerhead Shark Power! Activate creature power! The set includes 3 Martin Kratt Brother action figure, power animal action figure and creature power drive Wild Shakes action figures are sculpted to look exactly like the Kratt Brothers and their corresponding creature
palMaks a great gift for fans of Wild Shakes PBS television (USA) VisitAmazon (CAD) Visit Act some of your favorite Wild Kratts Adventures wild shake toys Animal Power Action Image Set – Poison Dart Frog Power! Activate creature power! The set includes 3 Chris Kratt Brother action figure, power
animal action figure and creature power drive Wild Shakes action figures are sculpted to look exactly like the Kratt Brothers and their respective creature palMaks a great gift to fans of wild kratts PBS television show! Amazon (USA) VisitAmazon (CAD) Visit Want imaginary echolocation and flying powers?
Don this green Wild Shake creature power suit, complete with attached wing and reflective drive, on all the bat strengths! Amazon VisitFearless Apparel (S/M) VisitFantasia Collection Visit Dressed in this green Wild Shakes cheetah overalls with reflective creature power drive on chest and comfy foam
mask, itâ€™s clear this fella is built for speed. Amazon Visit7th Avenue Costumes.com (M) VisitFearless Apparel (S/M) Visit Dressed in this green Wild Shake cheetah jumpsuit with reflective creature power drive on chest and comfy foam mask, itâ€™s €™s clear this fella is built for speed. 7. Avenue
Costumes.com (S/M) VisitFearless Apparel (M) VisitFantasia Collection Visit Want imaginary echolocation and flying powers? Don this blue Wild Shake creature power suit, complete with attached wings and reflective discs, on all the strengths of the bats! 7th Avenue Costumes.com (XS/S/M) Visit As
shown from those who defined cheetah muscles, this is one fast cat. Give your child Wild Kratts powers in this high quality blue jumpsuit with a reflective power drive on the chest. Flap this wing and feel the power of the bat in this green Wild Shakes creature power suit, complete with sculpted hands and
torso, foam mask and reflective power disc. Flap this wing and feel the power of the bat in this blue Wild Shakes creature power suit, complete with sculpted arms and torso, foam mask and reflective power drive. Our fun shirt features some of the Kratt Brothers favorite animals, along with Chris and Martin
themselves! Ideal for school and holidays. Couple with mask for a fun night trick or treats! Trick or treat! Celebrate one of our favorite vacations with your very own Wild Shake Halloween t-shirt! Our fun shirt features some of the Kratt Brothers favorite animals, along with Chris and Martin themselves! Ideal
for school and holidays. Couple with mask for a fun night trick or treats! Say Boo! This Halloween with your very own Wild Kratts t-shirt. Our fun shirt features some of the Kratt Brothers favorite animals, along with Chris and Martin themselves! Ideal for school and holidays. Couple with mask for a fun night
trick or treats! Trick or treat! Celebrate one of our favorite with your very own Wild Kratts Halloween shirt! Our comfy jersey features some of the Kratt Brothers favorite animals, along with Chris and Martin themselves! Ideal for school and holidays. Couple with mask for a fun night trick or treats! Halloween
could get cool this year; Cover up with a fun hoodie that is perfect for trick-or-treating! Our fun hoodie features some of the Kratt brothers' favorite animals, along with Chris and Martin themselves! Ideal for school and holidays. Trick or treat! Celebrate one of our favorite vacations with your very own Wild
Shake Halloween t-shirt! Our long sleeve shirt features some of the Kratt Brothers favorite animals, along with Chris and Martin themselves! Ideal for school and holidays. Couple with mask for a fun night trick or treats! Wild shake, the #1 hit show on PBS, is now a fun puzzle! This bright and colorful 100
piece puzzle finishes up to sizes 12.5 to 15. High quality printed puzzle pieces are perfect for little hands. Children aged 5 to 3 years. Available at Whole Foods Markets. Whole Foods Market In-Store Only Wild Saksts and Xavier Riddle team up with a 3-pack Educational Workbook bundle. The ideal
learning resource for both teachers and parents. These activity books feature high quality content delivered with a variety of exciting activities, colorful illustrations, and reward stickers designed to be learning fun along with your child's favorite PBS Kids characters. Names include: Xavier Riddle Early
Learning Workbook and 2 Wild Shakes Educational Books.48 colorful pages with answer keys, perforated sharingReward sticker page and back cover reward certificate3-Pack kit available online only. Let's Get Tough! Get ready to execute fierce fish, mighty mammals, incredible insects and flexible
reptiles (and more!) that use their clever creature powers to defend themselves against attackers! So grab your armor and let's go – a whole new adventure awaits! Available at Whole Foods Markets or your local grocery store. OnNewsstandsNow.com VisitWhole Foods Markets In-Store Only To Activate
Crocodile Power! With Wild Kratts 2 Pack action figures, you can handle some of your favorite Wild Kratts adventures! Wild Kratts action figures are sculpted to look exactly like the Kratt Brothers and their respective creature friend. What force of creatures do you activate? Wild Kratts Educational
Workbook with stickers is the perfect learning resource for teachers and parents alike. Workbooks contain high-quality content, provided with a variety of engaging activities, colorful illustrations, and reward labels designed to make learning more fun alongside your child's favorite Wild Shake characters.48
coloured pages with answer keys, perforated sharingSunding pages, and back cover reward certificateColorful, high-quality content with and answer pages keep children involved in learning new skillsAvailable only in the store. Wild Kratts Early Learning Workbook with stickers is the perfect learning
resource for teachers and parents alike. Workbooks contain high-quality content, with a variety of engaging activities, colorful illustrations, and reward labels designed to make learning more fun alongside your child's favorite Wild Kratts characters.48 coloured pages with answer keys, perforated
sharingCompatibility pages, and back cover rewards certificateColorful, high-quality content with instructions and answer pages allows children to be there while learning new skills. Get ready to meet the bold birds, mighty mammals, incredible insects and remarkable reptiles that use their creatures'
powers to fly and glide through the sky! Join the Kratt Brothers as they explore many different habitats to learn about the skills, nutrition and conservation techniques used by a variety of creatures that are able to fly. Filled with games, activities, puzzles and challenges, your child will have fun learning
about the wonderful world around them! Amazon (USA) VisitAmazon (CAD) Visit Wild Kratts: Around The World Adventures To Bring Creature To Rescue! Join Chris Kratt and Martin Kratt as they embark on over twenty action-packed Around The World Adventures! Together the Brothers spring into
action to rescue the injured endangered Florida panther and recover Aviva's precious family legacy from leaping caracal cat. The fun continues as the Wild Shake team hosts a Creature Power race to help them discover the biggest running creatures, and how they will come up with a plan after tortuga
crashes somewhere in the middle of the Amazon rainforest! Plus, enjoy the amazing Amazon Adventure! In this extended length of adventure, Aviva experiences an innovation drop. The Wild Kratts team takes him down the mysterious Amazon river in search of inspiration from the incredible creatures that
live there! 15 Pet-Tastic Tails (DVD) - From dogs and cats to hammets and turtles, new friends come in all shapes and sizes! Join your favorite PBS KIDS characters when they learn all about responsibility and caring for others. Watch Daniel and his classmates release their class pet named Ducky after
he's grown too big and join Chris and Martin as they unpack from the creature adventure, only to discover a wolf puppy in their bag! Plus, enjoy Winter Champions, a special bonus episode from Molly from Denali. This pet packed collection also includes stories from other beloved PBS KIDS series,
including Arthur, Caillou, Let's Go Luna!, Nature Cat, Peg + Cat, Pinkalicious and Peterrific and Super WHY! Little Howler Chris and Martin are unpacking their bags from adventure and are surprised to pull out Wolf's puppy. They have no idea where it comes from and have to track down their steps to
return him to his package. Chris and Martin are ready to activate their giraffe and leopard creature powers in front of this cool backpack! With internal and side pockets, sturdy straps and the opening of the headset cord, this backpack becomes especially unique when you add any word to the front. Ideal
for school or camp! Wild Kratts World Adventure – Children aged 4 to 8 can tilt and tap their way through multilevel games that promote habitat exploration around the world. Focusing on science, each game allows children to observe, explore and use creature power suits to complete missions and help
the Kratt Brothers. As the levels are complete, children earn creature power selfies, habitat stickers and Wow! facts that help to promote the learning of their animal science and natural history. PBS Kids VisitAmazon Visit Wild Kratts need your help to care for baby animals in African Savannah! Take care
of baby elephant, cheetah, crocodile, zebra and aardvark! Join Martin, Chris, and the Wild Kratts team of the African Savannah creature sitting on adventure. These baby animals need a lot of attention and care, and with the Wild Shakes Baby Friends app, you are responsible for feeding, washing,
protecting and playing with each of them. The Wild Kratts team will be there with some facts and tips to help you learn about baby animals amazing creature powers along the way. The Wild Shake Baby Friends App is for Wild Shake fans of all ages from 3 to 8 and focuses on animal care and animal
science. PBS Kids VisitAmazon Visit Wild Shake is a creature of power rescue! Run, jump, fly, and swim through 24 action-packed levels, rescue the animals to unlock information about each of the creatures, and face-off against villains to keep the animals safe from harm. Learn about animals and their
habitats while using problem solving skills to select different creatures in power suits, each with its own unique creature power! PBS Kids VisitAmazon Visit Step it up Wild Kratt style with personalized throw. This custom printed throw is a great way to decorate a room with a Wild Kratts theme. Featuring
Chris, Martin, and their lion friends, you can add a name of up to 9 characters to make it your own. Quench your thirst with a custom Wild Shake creature power sports bottle. This personalized Wild Kratts sports bottle features Chris and Martin and some of their creature friends. Ideal for young athletes
and those who like the outdoors. Add a word to make it your own. Enjoy lunch with this green lunch bag featuring the Kratt Brothers and their spider monkey friend. Get ready to love lunch. This lunch bag features Chris and Martin Kratt with one of their favorite characters from the animal kingdom –
Grabsy! Get this item personalized with any name up to 9 characters. Dream and wild on this personalized pillowcase! The Kratt Brothers Brothers going on safari! This personalized pillowcase features a curious giraffe leaning down to take a better look at the smiling Chris, while Martin looks out at the
desert with his binoculars. Customize this pillowcase with your child's name to get the perfect gift! What if you could experience life as Chris, Martin and Aviva from the top-rated PBS show Wild Kratts? Now you can with Wild Shake Creature Power Suit! Put on your creature Power Vest and gloves and
you will be ready for your own creature adventure. Each Wild Kratts Creature Power suit also has two power drives and a power drive holder. Just place the creature in the center of the power drive and... Activate! Adjustable edges allow sizes of different ages and no time to turn on or off. Aviva (Purple):
Size 4-6x Amazon VisitWalmart.com Visit What If You Could Experience Life As Chris, Martin and Aviva from the top-rated PBS show Wild Kratts? Now you can with Wild Shake Creature Power Suit! Put on your creature Power Vest and gloves and you will be ready for your own creature adventure. Each
Wild Kratts Creature Power suit also has two power drives and a power drive holder. Just place the creature in the center of the power drive and... Activate! Adjustable edges allow sizes of different ages and no time to turn on or off. Martin Kratt (Blue): Size 4-6x What if you could experience life as Chris,
Martin and Aviva from the top-rated PBS show Wild Kratts? Now you can with Wild Shake Creature Power Suit! Put on your creature Power Vest and gloves and you will be ready for your own creature adventure. Each Wild Kratts Creature Power suit also has two power drives and a power drive holder.
Just place the creature in the center of the power drive and... Activate! Adjustable edges allow sizes of different ages and no time to turn on or off. Chris Kratt (Green): Size 4-6x Get ready for adventure with a new Wild Shake t-shirt. Now you can help save the planet with the creature power of your very
own Wild Kratts t-shirt! This red t-shirt can be customized with up to 9 characters. PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com (Toddler) VisitWalmart.com (Youth) Visit Pack up your favorite toys in your Wild Kratts tote bag and head out for adventure. Wild Kratts lion cubs tote bag is great for making books and toys
and can make a long car ride more fun. Personalize it with a name up to 9 characters. Guests can enjoy wild kratts with a personalized beach towel. Celebrate your creature power with a Wild Shake beach towel that features Chris, Martin, and their creature friends. Customize it with a word of up to 12
characters. Creature Adventure with your favorite Wild Kratts on: PBS KIDS Amazon Prime Video Channel, Amazon, Apple, Comcast, Google Play, Verizon, Vudu Join The Kratt Brothers as they went on a new adventure: Find and for the best of the best and seekers on Earth. Your young animal
enthusiast will love to learn about water walking basilisk lizard, hardy harvester termite, and so many more amazing species! This award-winning series is sure to please your little explorer as they expand their knowledge of our natural world. Available at Whole Foods Markets or your local grocery store.
OnNewsstandsNow.com visit to PBS Kids: 15 Frozen Tales Grab your hat, scarf, mittens, and coat and join your favorite PBS KIDS friends for some frozen fun! DW tells her friends she is a fantastic skater, but the truth is, she can barely stand on ice! Then Molly proposes a community fundraiser in her
town of Qyah, Alaska, to fix her school roof after a snow storm. Finally, the Wild Kratts team is launching an underwater investigation to learn how pond animals survive the winter, and Daniel and his friends overcome their fear of slee down a very large mountain! Watch these fun adventures from Arthur,
Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood, Molly from Denali, and Wild Kratts, as well as more from Caillou, Dinosaur Train, Let's Go Luna!, Pinkalicious and Peterrific, and WordWorld! According to Frozen Pond Wild Shake and Wild Kratts kids are going on an underwater adventure to learn how pond animals survive
the winter. Musk Ox Mania When Chris realizes that his precious creature souvenir collection is missing, the gang has to go back to the Arctic to find it. But the Arctic is now covered with a thick layer of ice and snow, so they are €™ll need the help of a special Arctic creature – Musk Ox – and its creature
powers to find it. Shop PBS VisitAmazon VisitBarnes &amp;amp; Noble VisitBest Buy Visit Rock around Christmas tree by Kratt Brothers! Perfect for Christmas morning, these stylish pyjamas star Chris and Martin Kratt are laying the halls alongside some amazing creatures. This cozy set includes top and
bottom pieces and features space to personalize in the center. Add the name of your Wild Kratts fan to make this delightful holiday design complete! PBS Kids Shop VisitTv's Toy Box Visit Don These Christmas Morning PJs starring Chris and Martin Kratt! Brightly festive, these bright red pyjamas are
perfect for your Wild Shakes fan! Super-cute and fun, unique design stars Kratt Brothers, loaded with Christmas gifts and features space to personalize with the name along the bottom of the green. Includes the upper and bottom. PBS Kids Shop VisitTv's Toy Box Visit Show off your little your holiday style
with this Wild Kratts tee! Merry and bright, this vibrantly designed long sleeve T-shirt is the perfect Wild Kratts fan in your life! Stars Chris and Martin Kratt with some amazing creatures all decked out for the holiday season. Personalize the top with your name to make this delightful design complete. PBS
Kids Shop VisitTv's Toy Box Visit your Wild Kratts fan with this jolly holiday PBS Kids Shop VisitTv's Toy Box Visit Thrill jūsu Wild Kratts ventilatoru ar šo jautrs brīvdienu brīvdienu and fun, it's vibrantly designed for T-shirt stars Chris and Martin Kratt with some amazing creatures all decked out for the
holiday season. Personalize the top with a name to make this delightful design complete! PBS Kids Shop VisitTv's Toy Box Visit Join the adventures of Martin and Chris as they meet with cool creatures from around the world – and witness many never before seen wild moments. With their creature smarts
plus their recently invented creature Power Suits, the Kratt Brothers use amazing animal abilities to rescue their animal friends when they get into trouble. Episodes include: Secrets of the Spider's Web; and attack Tree Eating Aliens.Secrets of the Spider's Web When the creature adventuring the Kratt
Brothers take a nasty tumble, Wild Shakes sets off on a mission to find and restore one of the greatest of all biotech engineering secrets. Spider silk. Attack Tree Eating Aliens Wild Roots get an urgent call from a group of North American Wild Saksts children telling them almost all forest trees are dying. It
is a race against time to solve the mystery and help the forest and creatures that live there. Wild Kratts: Extreme Predators issue includes top-rated predators based on fan voting on wild kratts Facebook Page. Help Chris and Martin choose who reigns supreme! Available at Whole Foods Markets or your
local grocery store. OnNewsstandsNow.com Visit Wild Kratts goes in search of wolves, coyts and wild dogs of all sizes. Children aged four to six can learn all about wild cousins of man's best friend – from powerful dogs like wolves to sneaky foxes and more. Stickers add fun and learning to this Step 2
Reading leveled reader. Wild Kratts offers another action-packed magazine filled with fun facts and educational activities! Wild Shake: Explore the food chain features two free posters, everyone from the Wild Kratts team and tons of fun. This magazine is guaranteed a good time for any fan to hit the PBS
kids show! This issue is now available on Amazon! Amazon (US) VisitAmazon (CAD) Visit Wild Kratts gifts official poster collection! Featuring fascinating and cool Wild Shake facts about the animal kingdom's most ferocious hunters, this colorful and engaging poster book is sure to become a favorite of
your little explorer! Available at Whole Foods Markets or your local grocery store. OnNewsstandsNow.com Visit Wild Shakes Hipster Wild Life plush ToyThis super soft and cuddly hippo is originally from Africa, but is ready to adapt to your child's new habitat. Wild Shake Koalaballoon Wild Life plush
ToyThis super soft and cuddly koala plush originally from Australia, but is ready to adapt to your child's new habitat. Wild Kratts Spot SWAT Wild Life Plush ToyThis super soft Cuddly cheetah kid plush originally from Africa but has been adapt to your child's new habitat. Swing through the trees with the
greatest ease as the Wild Shakes spider monkey in this blue creature power suit, complete with bodysuit, removable tail and comfortable foam mask. Amazon (4) VisitAmazon (6) VisitCostumebliss.com (X-Small) Visit Activate Rattlesnake Power! With Wild Kratts 2 Pack action figures, you can handle
some of your favorite Wild Kratts adventures! Wild Kratts action figures are sculpted to look exactly like the Kratt Brothers and their respective creature friend. What force of creatures do you activate? Activate Gray Wolf Power! With Wild Kratts 2 Pack action figures, you can handle some of your favorite
Wild Kratts adventures! Wild Kratts action figures are sculpted to look exactly like the Kratt Brothers and their respective creature friend. What force of creatures do you activate? Wild Kratts will keep you for the entire winter with this stylish beanie. Warm and cozy, this personalized winter hat stars the
Kratt Brothers and some of their amazing animal friends; musksox! Our design features an adventurous duo on the front and baby musk ox looking at their backs. Personalize this one-time hat with a name up to 9 characters on the front. PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Make a snack time adventure
with personalized Wild Shake Creature Power White Sippy Cup.Stop leaking and keep your drinks comfortable with Wild Shake Creature Power White Sippy Cup. Make this Wild Kratts Sippy Cup special when you add a name to a design that features Wild Kratts with cheetah and rhinoceros. Be ready for
new adventures with personalized Wild Shake Creature Power iPhone 4 Case.Show your energetic side with Wild Shake Creature Power iPhone 4 Case. This iPhone case is designed to protect your smartphone from common scratches and can be personalized. Add a word to join Wild Kratts in their
cheetah and rhino creature Power Suits. Be prepared for new adventures with personalized Wild Shake Creature Power iPhone 5 Case.Show your energetic side with Wild Shake Creature Power iPhone 5 Case. This iPhone case is designed to protect your smartphone from common scratches and can
be personalized. Add a word to join Wild Kratts in their cheetah and rhino creature Power Suits. Inviting all creature adventurers! Our super handy Wild Kratts phone handle is here for a tablet or phone time drop-free! Designed to stick to the back of any mobile phone or tablet, this awesome phone
accessory offers easy handling and secure grip, so no more dropping! The unique design includes Chris and Martin Kratts, as well as a flying Draco lizard and a place to personalize your child's name at the bottom. Time to save on creature adventuring! Complete with a removable tail and reflective power
drive, pretend panthers can have all sorts of Wild Shakes powers, such as durability, durability, vision and stealth. Walmart.com Visit7th Avenue Costumes.com (S/M) VisitFantasia Collection (6) VisitFantasia Collection (8) Visit Inspire your child with Wild Kratts panther power in this high quality green
creature power suit, complete with muscly hands and tors, foam mask and reflective power drive. Amazon (4) VisitWalmart.com (XS/S) VisitWalmart.com (8) Visit7th Avenue Costumes.com (S/M) VisitFantasia Collection (4) VisitFantasia Collection (6) VisitFantasia Collection (8) Visit your child with Wild
Shake panther power in this high quality blue creature power suit, complete with muscly arms and amaan, foam mask and Walmart.com VisitCostumebliss.com reflective power disc. Walmart.com VisitFantastia Collection (4) VisitFantasia Collection (6) Visit Swing through the trees with the greatest ease
as the Wild Kratts spider monkey in this blue creature power suit, complete with sculpted torso, removable tail and comfortable foam mask. Swing through the trees with the greatest ease as the Wild Shakes spider monkey in this green creature power suit, complete with bodysuit, removable tail and
comfortable foam mask. Swing through the trees with the greatest ease as the Wild Shakes spider monkey in this green creature power suit, complete with a sculpted torso, a removable tail and a comfortable foam mask. As shown by those who set cheetah muscles, this is one fast cat. Give your child
Wild Kratts powers in this high quality green jumpsuit with a reflective power drive on the chest. Celebrate a new birthday with Wild Kratts! Channel the dexterity and rage of the Florida panther in the Wild Kratts tee! Kratt Brothers leap into action in their creature Power Suits, ready to face the creature on
adventure day. Featuring your child's name and age, this personalized green T-shirt is the perfect addition to their birthday party. Walmart.com - Toddler VisitWalmart.com - Youth Visit Custom young hoodie features the Kratt Brothers and some wolf puppies in a playful mood. You can personalize this
Wild Kratts hoodie on the front with a name of up to 9 characters. The back features the Kratt Brothers Howlin' Around. Zippers all the way up to a comfortable fit. PBS Kids Shop VisitbuybuyBABY VisitWalmart.com Visit Carry your adventuring essentials in this Wild Kratts deep seastring tote! The deep
sea is full of breathtaking wonders! Featuring a goblin shark and Martin in his yeti crab creature Power Suit, this personalized drawstring bag is the perfect accessory for little explorers everywhere. Customize this tote with your child's name to prevent their adventuring supplies from floating away. PBS
Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Explore with this Personalized Wild Shake Green Creature Power Suit Drawstring Bag! Gear up wild journey: Wild shake style! New fans of the popular show, Wild Kratts, will enjoy going for their toys or delivering this drawstring bag. This lightweight bag mimics Chris
Kratt's green creature power suit, with a cheetah design inside. Give this bag as a birthday gift to your fan, or the ultimate toy accessory! Make it especially special and personalize it with your child's name up to 12 characters. Explore outdoors with this personalized Wild Shake Blue Creature Power Suit
Drawstring Bag! Gear up wild journey: Wild shake style! New fans of the popular show, Wild Kratts, will enjoy going for their toys or delivering this drawstring bag. This light bag mimics Martin Kratta's blue-creature power suit with a cheetah design. Give this bag as a birthday gift to your fan, or the ultimate
toy accessory! Make it especially special and personalize it with your child's name up to 12 characters. Wild Kratts fans will love this backpack featuring Chris Kratt and the draco lizard. Always be ready for adventure. This toddler Wild Kratts personalized backpack is perfect for carrying any type of gear.
Its design features Chris Kratt flying draco lizard creature Power Suit along with a draco lizard. Get this Wild Kratts backpack personalized with up to 9 characters. Prepare for a wild ride with this Wild Kratts toddler personalized backpack. Featuring Martin, this Wild Kratts backpack keeps toys, books and
creature powers safe. The front pocket with zipper is easily accessible and ideal for young children on the go! PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit You are ready to ride with this Wild Kratts Aviva &amp; Koalaballoon Pink Toddler BackpackFeaturing Aviva and Koalaballoon, this wrapper personalized
backpack is perfect for all your adventure gear. With its front zipper pockets and adjustable straps, this is a wild accessory to take! Be prepared for any adventure with this Wild Kratts backpack featuring the Kratt Brothers and koala bear. Go wild with Wild Kratts. This fun green young sized personalized
backpack features brothers posing with a koala bear. Get this item personalized with a name of up to 9 characters just above the characters. PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Get Ready for Adventure with This Wild Shake Creature Adventure Red Toddler Backpack.Featuring Wild Kratts, this walk-in
personalized backpack is perfect for all your adventure gear. With its front zipper pockets and adjustable straps, this is a wild accessory to take! PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Head off for an exciting day with a personalized Wild Kratts backpack. Protect your books in this children's animal
personalized backpack that features Wild Kratts. Includes zip up pockets and adjustable straps for a comfortable fit. Adventure or just going to school, you can personalize it with up to 9 characters. PBS Kids Shop Visitbuybaby Visit Race off to a new adventure with a personalized Howlin Around Wild
Kratts backpack. Protect your books in this children's animal personalized backpack that offers Wild Kratts and some playful wolf cubs. Includes zip up theiete and adjustable straps for a comfortable fit. Great braving wilds or just going to school, you can personalize it with up to 9 characters. PBS Kids
Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Be ready for adventure with this Wild Shakes backpack featuring Martin Kratt.You will be prepared just like Martin Kratt when you carry your gear around in this creature Power personalized backpack. It offers a similar design to Martin's Creature Power Suit. Get this Wild
Kratts backpack personalized with up to 9 characters. Pair it with Wild Kratts Blue Creature Power Sports Bottle (sold separately). PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Be ready for adventure with this Wild Kratts backpack featuring Chris Kratt.You'll be prepared like Chris Kratt when you carry your gear
around in this Creature Power personalized backpack. It has a similar design to Chris's Creature Power Suit. Get this Wild Kratts backpack personalized with up to 9 characters. Pair it with Wild Kratts Green Creature Power Sports Bottle (sold separately). PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Your Kid is
sure to have sweet dreams in these super soft personalized pyjamas! Featuring sweet laziness along with the phrase Still Hangin'On, these super soft, super comfy pyjamas are just what your Wild Shake fan has to have sweet dreams! Set includes top and bottom. Make them extra special by adding a
name of up to 10 characters! PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Your Kid is sure to have sweet dreams in these super soft personalized pyjamas! Featuring a giant brown bear and a sweet bear cub along with the phrase Don't Wake a Bear, these super soft, super comfy pyjamas are just what your
Wild Shakes fan has to have sweet dreams! Set includes top and bottom. Make them extra special by adding a name of up to 10 characters! PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Your Kid is sure to have sweet dreams in these super soft personalized pyjamas! Featuring the Kratt Brothers along with the
phrase Creature Power!, these super soft, super comfy pyjamas are just what your Wild Shake fan has to have sweet dreams! Set includes top and bottom. Make them extra special by adding a name of up to 10 characters! PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Your Kid is sure to have sweet dreams in
these super soft personalized pyjamas! Featuring the Kratt Brothers along with the phrase Creature Power!, these super soft, super comfy pyjamas are just what your Wild Shake fan has to have sweet dreams! Set top and bottom. Make them extra special by adding a name of up to 10 characters! PBS
Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Your Kid is sure to have sweet dreams in these super soft personalized pyjamas! Featuring the Kratt Brothers along with the phrase Creature Power!, these super soft, super comfy pyjamas are just what your Wild Shake fan has to have sweet dreams! Set includes top
and bottom. Make them extra special by adding a name of up to 10 characters! PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Your Kid is sure to have sweet dreams in these super soft personalized pyjamas! Featuring the Kratt Brothers along with the phrase Creature Power!, these super soft, super comfy
pyjamas are just what your Wild Shake fan has to have sweet dreams! Set includes top and bottom. Make them extra special by adding a name of up to 10 characters! Get ready for an adventure with this wild shaken purple creature powercoal toddler Hoodie! Activate your toddler's creature power! Our
Wild Kratts Purple Creature Power Charcoal Toddler Hoodie is a great gift for the little one who loves the popular PBS KIDS show. Designed with purple accents in front, like Aviva's Creature Power Suit, this hoodie is the key to Wild Kratts clothing. Made with a soft cotton/poly blend this Wild Kratts Purple
Creature Power Charcoal Toddler Hoodie is great for keeping warm and saving some animals! Personalize this hoodie when you add your child's name back to purple letters! PBS Kids Shop Visitbuybaby Visit Get Ready for Adventure with This Wild Shake Green Creature Power Charcoal Toddler
Hoodie! Activate your toddler's creature power! Our Wild Shake Green Creature Power Charcoal Toddler Hoodie is a great gift for the little one who loves the popular PBS KIDS show. Designed with green accents in front, like Chris Kratts creature Power Suit, this hoodie is the key to Wild Kratts clothing.

Made with a soft cotton/poly blend this Wild Kratts Green Creature Power Charcoal Toddler Hoodie is great for keeping warm and saving some animals! Personalize this hoodie when you add your child's name back in bright green letters! PBS Kids Shop Visitbuybaby Visit Join the Adventure with This
Wild Kratts Blue Creature Power Charcoal Toddler Hoodie! Activate your toddler's creature power! Our Wild Shake Blue Creature Power Charcoal Toddler Hoodie is a great gift for the little one who loves the popular PBS KIDS show. Designed with a blue accent in front, like Martin Kratts creature Power
Suit, this hoodie is the ultimate wild kratts outfit. Made with a soft cotton/poly blend this Wild Shake Blue Creature Power Charcoal Toddler Hoodie is great for keeping warm and saving some animals! Personalize this hoodie when you add your child's name back in bright blue letters! PBS Kids Shop
VisitbuyBABY VisitWalmart.com Explore the creature trail in this Wild Kratts toddler hoodie! Kratt Brothers can't wait to go on another adventure! This personalized toddler hoodie features Chris and Martin jumping into the air next to a wild falcon and lemur, ready to learn and explore as much as possible.
Complete the phrase ___ is ________ with your child's first initials and name the perfect adventuring hoodie! Use your kangaroo power with a custom young hoodie. This purple custom hoodie is great for those who want to take a big leap and activate their kangaroo power. Make it your own by adding a
word up to 9 characters long. PBS Kids Shop VisitbuyBABY Visit Activate your kangaroo power with a custom youth hood. This forest green custom hoodie is great for those who want to take a big leap and use their kangaroo power. Make it your own by adding a word up to 9 characters long. PBS Kids
Shop Visitbuybaby VisitWalmart.com Visit Activate your creature power with a custom young hoodie. This royal blue custom hoodie is great for those who want to take a big leap and use their kangaroo power. Make it your own by adding a word up to 9 characters long. PBS Kids Shop VisitbuybuyBABY
VisitWalmart.com Fly for a day adventure wild kratts custom young sweatshirt. Keep your little cub cozy in this red hooded toddler sweatshirt with Wild Kratts theme. PBS Kids Shop VisitbuybuyBABY Visit Keep your toddler warm in a royal blue Wild Shakes custom hoodie. This custom hoodie features the
Kratt Brothers with walrus friends. Personalize this animal hoodie with up to 9 characters to make it for you. PBS Kids Shop Visitbuybaby VisitWalmart.com Visit Personalize this Wild Shake red hooded sweatshirt with your brand creature power. Help save the planet with this customized hoodie that shows
the Kratt Brothers on the go. Add fun and customize it with any name up to 9 characters. PBS Kids Shop VisitbuybuyBABY VisitWalmart.com Visit Add some wild in your wardrobe with Wild Kratts custom hoodie. This hooded sweatshirt features Wild Kratts hanging out with some of his friends. Customize
it with up to 9 characters for your unique brand creature power. PBS Kids Shop VisitbuybuyBABY VisitWalmart.com Visit Add a touch of charm to her wardrobe with a Wild Shake Koalaballoon t-shirt. This Koalaballoon t-shirt keeps you pretty pink and features one of Wild Kratts' favorite friends. Wild
shakes fly to the rescue with dragonfly power in this custom long sleeved tee. Gear up for the great outdoor royal blue tee that features Wild Kratts. Personalize this up to 9 characters to make it your own. Great to have a school or afternoon game. PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com – Youth Visit Explore
the Mysteries of the Deep Sea by the Kratt Brothers! Keep on creature adventuring! Phrase displayed For a sea adventure, this personalized long sleeve tee is perfect for your little ocean explorer. Martin interacts with the curious creatures in his Yeti creature Power Suit, while Chris looks on their yellow
amphisub. Customize this shirt with your child's name in the perfect deep-sea uniform. Walmart.com – Toddler Visit to activate creature powers in this personalized Wild Shakes long sleeve tee! Each creature adventure begins with excitement, curiosity and passion for learning! Martin and Chris Kratt
activate their creature powers from a fierce jaguar and a powerful polar bear. Featuring the place of your child's name, this personalized black long sleeve tee is a great gift for your little adventure! Walmart.com - Toddler VisitWalmart.com - Youth visit Get ready for a creature adventure with a custom Wild
Shake long sleeve tee. Help save the planet your creature power wild shakes long sleeve tee! This white shirt can be customized with up to 9 characters and has great outdoor fun during the cooler months. PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Get Ready for Animal Adventures with a custom Wild
Shake long sleeve tee. Now you can help save the planet with the creature power of your very own Wild Shakes long sleeve tee! This red shirt can be customized with a name up to 9 characters long and has great outdoor fun during the cooler months. Get your little one ready for fun in the sun with this
personalized Wild Kratts Protective Swim shirt! Gear up for a wild journey; Wild Kratts style! Get this swim for new fans of the popular show, Wild Kratts. Our UV protective swimwear features the Kratt Brothers in their creature power suits, ready for adventure with a couple of cheetahs and rhinoceros. Give
this shirt as a birthday gift to your fan or summer days at the beach or pool! Make this bathing area extra special and personalize it with your child's name, up to 12 characters. PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Now, adults can join in the fun with their personalized Wild Kratts t-shirt! This custom t-shirt
for adults features Wild Kratts and their cartoon character friends front and center. Personalize it with your name on your back and come to the creature rescue. PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Get Adventuring in this Wild Shakes pink fitted tee! Kratt Brothers is hot on the heels of a new creature
adventure! Featuring the phrase Activate Creature Powers! This personalized pink fitted tee is perfect for curious kids everywhere. Jumping with energy and excitement, Martin activates his creature powers in a neat jaguar, while Chris activates his from a powerful polar bear. Customize this shirt with your
child's name! Walmart.com - Toddler VisitWalmart.com - Young people visit Leap on their next adventure in this Wild Kratts aqua fitted tee! Every day a new adventure with the Kratt Brothers! Martin and Chris jumped into on this personalized fitted tee, featuring a flying falcon and a long-limbed lemur. Fill
in the phrase ___ is ________ with your child's first initials and name! Explore the creature trail in this wild shaken navy tee! Kratt Brothers can't wait to go on another adventure! This personalized shirt features Chris and Martin jumping in the air next to a wild falcon and lemur, ready to learn and explore
as much as possible. Complete the phrase ___ is ________ with your child's first original and titled perfect adventuring shirt! Walmart.com – Toddler VisitWalmart.com – Youth Visit Show off your creatures' power with a Wild Shake Koalaballoon t-shirt. Kratt Brothers protect one of their favorite friends in
the Australian outback. You can customize this natural animal t-shirt with up to 9 characters to make it your own. PBS Kids Shop VisitTV's Toy Box Visit Collect more creature power with personalized Wild Shakes lion t-shirt. This personalized children's t-shirt is the subject of Lion Power. Great racing
through the wild or just the backyard. Go on wild adventures in this personalized Wild Kratts aqua fitted tee! These baby animals adore the Kratt Brothers! Chris and Martin are surrounded by friendly baby animals on this bright aqua tee, including rhinoceros, elephant, monkey and zebra. Customize this
design with your baby's name in an adorable shirt they'll love to wear! Explore deep-sea secrets with the Kratt Brothers! Keep on creature adventuring! This personalized T-shirt is perfect for your little ocean researcher, which is described by the phrase Deep Sea Adventure. Martin interacts with the
curious creatures in his Yeti creature Power Suit, while Chris looks on the team's yellow amphisub. Customize this tee with your child's name into a perfect deep-sea uniform. Walmart.com - Toddler VisitWalmart.com - Youth visit Have Wild Kratts adventure in this personalized red t-shirt. Increase your
creature power and join Martin Kratt as he flies through the air in a huge wasp. Add a personalized name to this natural animal t-shirt for kids. PBS Kids Shop VisitTV's Toy Box Visit Get Ready for Animal Adventures with a new Wild Kratts t-shirt. Help save the planet with the creature power in your wild
shake t-shirt! This white t-shirt can be customized with up to 9 characters. PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Get ready to go wild over this green Wild Shake t-shirt. Activate creature power! This wild green shirt features Chris and Grabsy poised for action. Get the bottom of this Wild Kratts shirt
personalized with a name of up to 9 characters. PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Rev to explore the wild outdoors with a personalized Kratt Brothers cheetah cub t-shirt. This personalized t-shirt features Martin Kratt from Wild Kratts along with 2 rambunctious cheetah cubs. Perfect child built for
speed. You can customize with a name of up to 9 characters. Activate creature powers in this personalized Wild Shake T-shirt! Each creature adventure begins with excitement, curiosity and passion for learning! Martin and Chris Kratt activate their creature powers from a fierce jaguar and a powerful polar
bear. Featuring the place of your child's name, this personalized fleet tee is a great gift for your little adventure! Walmart.com – Toddler VisitWalmart.com – Youth Visit Show off your creature power skills in this personalized Wild Shakes Navy Sky Diving t-shirt. Join the Kratt Brothers as they head to the
sky for this personalized navy t-shirt. Make it a personal adventure by customizing a shirt with a title of up to 9 characters. Now adults can join in the fun with their personalized Wild Shake Creature Power Suit T-shirt! Show your child that you can be Wild Kratt too with your creature power suit adult size tshirt. You can even personalize it with your name or nickname on your back! PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Now, adults can join in the fun with their personalized Wild Shake Creature Power Suit T-Shirt! Show your child that you can be Wild Kratt too with your creature power suit adult size t-shirt.
You can even personalize it with your name or nickname on your back! PBS Kids Shop VisitTV's Toy Box VisitWalmart.com Visit Now, Adults Can Join In Fun With Your Personalized Wild Shake Creature Power Suit T-Shirt! Show your child that you can be Wild Kratt too with your creature power suit
adult size t-shirt. You can even personalize it with your name or nickname on your back! PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Now, adults can join in the fun with their personalized Wild Shake Creature Power Suit T-Shirt! Show your child that you can be Wild Kratt too with your creature power suit adult
size t-shirt. You can even personalize it with your name or nickname on your back! PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Embrace your creature power with a personalized Wild Kratts t-shirt. Join the fun and strap on your Wild Kratts power suit as the big adventures await! This hot pink t-shirt celebrates
the power of the butterfly. Celebrate your creature power with a personalized Wild Kratts t-shirt. Great adventures waiting to join in the fun and strap on your Wild Kratts power suit! This purple t-shirt celebrates the power of the butterfly and can be customized with a word of up to 9 characters. PBS Kids
Shop VisitWalmart.com – Toddler VisitWalmart.com – Youth Visit Come to Creature Rescue in this personalized kids Wild Shake t-shirt. Great school or play, this forest green Wild Shake t-shirt is machine washable and can be personalized. Wear it with your name front and center and really stand out
from the crowd. PBS Kids Shop VisitbuyBABY VisitWalmart.com - Toddler Come to creature rescue in this personalized kids Wild Shake t-shirt. Great school or play, this royal blue Wild Shake t-shirt is machine washable and can be personalized. Wear it with your name front and center and really stand
out from the crowd. This Wild Kratts Falcon Power Suit 3D Hoodie is sure to make your little one attempt to fly at 200 MPH! After all, the Falcons are the world's fastest bird! Topped with wings along with falcon beak, your wild can enjoy being a falcon as well as staying warm and comfortable. This piece
makes for a perfect school day outfit that is just as wearable on the playground. Get ready for some fun adventures with the Wild Kratts Collection! Kids will love dressing up because these wild creatures are inspired by the hit baby show! 3D hoodies with coordinating leggings and jogger pants will keep
kids feeling warm and comfy throughout the day. Made from 100% cotton. The size range is 2T to 7. The new Wild Kratts Collection with Doodle Pants features adorable falcon joggers in sizes 3M to 6T. Kids will love dressing up because these wild creatures are inspired by the hit baby show! This piece
makes for a perfect school day outfit that is just as wearable on the playground. Get ready for some fun adventures with the Wild Kratts Collection! Check out the matching 3D hoodie to keep kids feeling warm and comfy throughout the day. Made from 100% cotton. Relaxed fit pants. Size ranges from 2T6T (dimensions run larger). The new Wild Kratts Collection with Doodle Pants features adorable falcon leggings sizes 3M to 4T. Kids will love dressing up because these wild creatures are inspired by the hit baby show! This piece makes for a perfect school day outfit that is just as wearable on the
playground. Get ready for some fun adventures with the Wild Kratts Collection! Check out the matching 3D hoodie to keep kids feeling warm and comfy throughout the day. This Wild Shake Cheetah Power Suit 3D Hoodie is sure to make your little one run faster then ever! After all, cheetahs are the world's
fastest land mammals! Adorned with cheetah ears along with cheetah eye, your wild can enjoy it cheetah as well as staying warm and comfortable. This piece makes for a perfect school day outfit that is just as wearable on the playground. Get ready for some fun adventures with the Wild Kratts Collection!
Kids will love dressing up because these wild creatures are inspired by the hit baby show! 3D hoodies with coordinating leggings and jogger pants will keep kids feeling warm and comfy throughout the day. Made from 100% cotton. The size range is 2T to 7. The new Wild Kratts Collection with Doodle
Pants features adorable cheetah joggers in sizes 3M-6T. Kids will love dressing up because these wild creatures are inspired by the hit baby show! This piece makes for the perfect school day outfit that equally wearable on the playground. Get ready for some fun adventures with Wild Wild Collection!
Check out the matching 3D hoodie to keep kids feeling warm and comfy throughout the day. Made from 100% cotton. Relaxed fit pants. Size ranges from 2T-6T (dimensions run larger). The new Wild Kratts Collection with Doodle Pants features adorable cheetah leggings in sizes of 3M-4T. Kids will love
dressing up because these wild creatures are inspired by the hit baby show! This piece makes for a perfect school day outfit that is just as wearable on the playground. Get ready for some fun adventures with the Wild Kratts Collection! Check out the matching 3D hoodie to keep kids feeling warm and
comfy throughout the day. Our classic memory matching game will challenge children and parents to find the appropriate pairings of cards. You can play by matching like colors, matching animal-to-animals and power suits-to-power suits or matching animal-to-power suits! Players get points to find
matching pairs of Kratt Brothers and their animal friends - add their matching pairs to find the winner! Wild Kratts Make-A-Match Memory Game is kratt-tastic fun for 2-4 players, aged 5 and up! Chris and Martin think cheetahs can travel faster than any other creature. Aviva and archenemy Zach Varmitech
compete to create ground racing that can run even faster than a cheetah. All that speed makes the Kratt Brothers want to fly with the world's fastest animal, the Peregrine falcon, which can hit a top speed of 240 mph! Join Martin Kratt and Chris Kratt as they embark on four snowy winter adventures! When
Chris loses his creature souvenir collection in the Arctic, will he be able to get his creature treasures back before the evil Zach Varmitech finds them? Then, Chris and Martin continue to face Zach Varmitech when he threatens to use the all-walrus herd to mine precious pearls in donita donata fashion line!
When Martin Kratt and Chris Kratt find themselves in jam, they turn to wild reptiles to help them save the day! Reptiles have some amazing adaptations and awesome creature features. Nothing is better than natural habitat exploration with wild shakes and learning about the incredible creature powers of
the animals they meet! Shop PBS VisitAmazon VisitBarnes &amp;amp; Noble VisitBest Buy VisitWalmart Visit Explore nature, discover amazing animals, and meet wild life children with Wild Kratts! Join Martin Kratt and Chris Kratt as they learn about the unique way young animals are bred and protected
by their parents. Choose adventures in this DVD, the crew helps adorable (and remarkably destructive) baby elephant stay out of trouble, wrangles some playful lion cubs, and more! It's an adventure at its most adorable! Shop PBS VisitAmazon Visit Join Martin Kratt and Chris Kratt as they meet amazing
animals from all over With wild creatures and dastardly villains, Wild Kratts make exercises about animals and nature a fun filled adventure! Lost at sea mission with the Wild Shake team to decipher the secret dolphin language, one of the smartest creatures on Earth. Includes stories of speaking dolphin
and Blowfish Blowout.Predator Power Join the Kratt Brothers as they witness the rare sight of the birth of children of great white sharks! Includes stories stuck on sharks, milings, Little Howler, and Raptor Roundup.Rainforest Rescue Track some obscure rainforest creatures and discover complex
relationships found in this tropical habitat. Includes stories of Rainforest Stew and Shadow: Black Jaguar. Shop PBS VisitAmazon VisitBarnes &amp;amp; Noble VisitBest Buy VisitWalmart Visit Join the adventures of Martin and Chris as they meet with cool creatures from around the world – and witness
many never before seen wild moments. Includes Episodes: Termites vs Tongues and Bugs or Monkeys? Termite vs Tongues When Aviva and Trees accidentally miniaturize themselves and get carried away by the termites, Martin and Chris are divided to search for them. Bugs or Monkeys? Miniaturized
Martin wants to look at the insects rainforest, but Chris wants to explore the world of spider monkey. Chris wins when he puts mini Martin in his pack back and heads off through the treetops. Shop PBS VisitAmazon VisitBarnes &amp;amp; Noble VisitWalmart Visit It's Time to Swim with Wild Kratts! Join
Chris Kratt and Martin Kratt as they take Jimmy with their personal swimming tutor – a sea otter named Coach! Then catch Chris and Martin in other exciting adventures where they embark on a pirate adventure in the Indian Ocean, search the ocean to find Jimmy's lost keys, and try to find their way back
together after getting separated into the ocean! Shop PBS VisitAmazon VisitBarnes &amp;amp; Noble VisitBest Buy Visit Creature teachers Chris and Martin Kratt will take families along with extraordinary animal powered adventures. The show transforms the Kratt Brothers into animated versions of
themselves, allowing real-life zoologists to visit wild animals in their little-seen habitat and showcase key scientific concepts. Episodes include: Rainforest Stew, and Shadow: Black Jaguar.Rainforest Stew When Chris and Martin go in search of an obscure rainforest creature to add to their Life Lists, Wild
Kratts are getting embroiled in complex relationships in the tropical rainforest. Shadow: Black Jaguar Martin and Chris are trying to decide on their next wild cat adventure when they learn that Zach Varmitech has decided to catnap the Black Jaguar to use as a symbol of their new spybots. Amazon
VisitBarnes &amp;amp; Noble VisitBest Buy VisitWalmart Visit Learn about some of the world's predators and the powers they have with the Kratt Brothers! Creature teachers Chris and Martin Kratt will take 6- to 8 year olds and their families along with extraordinary animal powered adventures. Show
converts Brothers into animated versions of themselves that allow real-life zoologists to visit wild animals in their little-seen habitat and showcase key scientific concepts. Episodes include: stuck on sharks; Mimics; Little Howler; and Raptor Roundup.Stuck on Sharks Martin and Chris are on a mission to
see something that no one has ever seen before - the birth of a baby great white shark. They use remora rocketsub to stick with a female shark and learn the secrets of shark life and birth. Mimics While exploring why some animals mimic another look, Martin and Chris come across a cheetah kid and its
mom. But before they know the evil fashion designer, Donita Donata, catnips mom right in front of their eyes. The Wild Kratts team go into action to rescue the cheetah before Donita adds to her new Fall line-up. Little Howler Chris and Martin are unpacking their bags from adventure and are surprised to
pull out Wolf's puppy. They have no idea where it came from and have to trace their steps to return him to his package. Raptor roundup Martin and Chris are on a mission to look at hawks, eagles, owls, falcons and vultures. But evil chef Gourmand has his own plan for the raptors and is capturing them on
his quest to find the tastiest raptor wing. The Wild Kratts team is saving the Raptors before they become Gourmand's next gourmet delicacy. Shop PBS VisitAmazon VisitBarnes &amp;amp; Noble VisitWalmart Visit Join Martin Kratt and Chris Kratt as they learn about some of the amazing creature
features giant pandas, red pandas, and other incredible animals! In four action-packed adventures, brothers rescue giant pandas from the evil Zach Varmitech, find an adorable little lost red panda and help reunite him with his mother, save the animals captured in China from the villain Donita Donata, and
more! Shop PBS VisitAmazon VisitBarnes &amp;amp; Noble VisitBest Buy VisitWalmart Visit Take your creature adventuring to the oceans with the Kratt Brothers! Creature teachers Chris and Martin Kratt will take the family along with extraordinary animal powered adventures. The show transforms the
Kratt Brothers into animated versions of themselves, allowing real-life zoologists to visit wild animals in their little-seen habitat and showcase key scientific concepts. Episodes include: Talking Dolphin, and Blowfish Blowout.Speaking Dolphin wild shake is on a mission to decipher the secret language of
one of the smartest creatures on Earth – Dolphins! Blowfish Blowfish Blowfish When the miniaturized Kratt Brothers get swept up and lost in the current of plankton, they become part of a crowd of fish larvae all headed for the most populous and diverse habitat on Earth – the coral reef. Shop PBS
VisitAmazon VisitBarnes &amp;amp; Noble VisitBest Buy VisitWalmart Visit Join Kratt Brothers on these wildly funny adventures that feature how animals use science from basilisco lizards walking on water to orangutan, which makes grass from leaves. Episodes include: Walk on the Wetside, Huge
Orange Problem, Bird Feather, and Googly-Eye: The Night Guru.Walk on wetside When Martin and Chris look and find amazing water walking Basilisk lizard in Costa Rica, they try to repeat their actions to learn how this rare lizard is able to walk through the water. A huge Orange problem, though Chris
and Martin are off looking for an endangered orangutan in the deep forests of Borneo, back tortuga HQ, Aviva, Trees and Jimmy coming down with itchy rashes. The only problem is that they don't have a first aid kit, but the Kratt Brothers learn that using orangutan ingenuity, they can quickly cure team
itch. Birds feather Martin, Chris and the crew in New Guinea to find out why Male Birds in Paradise has the best dance moves in the woods. Googly-Eye: Night Guru When Martin and Chris glimpse a mysterious night creature living in an Indonesian forest, they secretly borrow Aviva party-ready night
vision goggles to go look for it. Shop PBS VisitAmazon VisitBest Buy Visit Wild Kratts not sure what to do for Halloween. Should they go trick-or-treating, or just enjoy a Halloween party? The Kratt Brothers decide that the best thing to do is discover some new creepy cool creatures. But when they went to
find these new animal friends, Martin and Chris discover that Zach and the other villains have come up with a plan to ruin Halloween. Shop PBS VisitAmazon VisitBarnes &amp;amp; Noble VisitBest Buy VisitWalmart Visit Wild Shake Creature Adventures is a 2-disc special with creature adventures from
around the world! Episodes include: Mom croc, Whale Squid, Aardvark Town, Flight from Draco, Mystery of Squirmy Wormy, Platypus Cafe, Build it Beaver, Voyage from Butterflier XT, Honey Seekers, and Bass Class. And Martin and Chris cross the desert on a mission to see the Red Kangaroos. They
soon discover that the roos will never back down from a kick-boxing fight! With wild creatures and fun characters, Wild Kratts make learning about nature an educational adventure! Shop PBS VisitAmazon VisitBarnes &amp;amp; Noble VisitWalmart Visit Wild Kratts team learns all about the relationship
between predators and prey, the differences between predators and herbivores, and how animals adapt to their environment in two exciting Adventures on African Savannah! After getting caught between a crusty rhinoceros and an outraged elephant, Martin and Chris have a contest to determine what is
stronger – an elephant or rhino powers! Shop PBS VisitAmazon &amp; Noble VisitWalmart Visit Is Christmas Time and Wild Kratts are taking a break to celebrate. They start opening their gifts when the Wild Shake alarm sounds. Villains, Zach Varmitech, Gaston Gourmand, and Donita Donata are
kidnapping all the baby animals to turn them into Christmas decorations! Christmas will have to wait as Wild Shakes spring into action to save your friends and get them home for Christmas. Shop PBS VisitAmazon VisitBarnes &amp;amp; Noble VisitBest Buy VisitWalmart Visit Wild Shakes learns great
white sharks, while, Chef Gourmand is looking for ingredients for shark fin soup. Later, when Martin blows a creature of Power Suits into a deep Arctic trench, the brothers look for them in a brand new Octopod submarine. Then Aviva takes the lead when she wants to improve Tortuga with swimming
opportunities. Finally, the team is on a mission to decipher the secret language of the dolphin using a new invention. Shop PBS VisitAmazon VisitBarnes &amp;amp; Noble Visit This well-known board game brings Wild Shakes characters to life. Players pop dome roll die, then move their playing pieces
around the board. When they land on another player's piece that the player is in trouble, they have to move their playing piece back to Start. The first player to get all four pieces of games from start to home wins the game. The easy press dice dome keeps everything in place. Amazon VisitWalmart.com
Visit Players to join the Kratt Brothers and the rest of the Wild Kratts team for animal adventures with this second edition of Wild Shakes Race Around The World Board Game! Racing around the world collecting creature Power Suits, learning about amazing animals in different habitats, and unlocking
secret passages along the way to bypass your opponents. This game is sure to be a family favorite. Activate creature powers! Amazon VisitWalmart.com VisitTarget.com Visit Activate Climbing Powers! Collect all wild root 4 pack action picture sets and you can act out your favorite adventures! Each 4pack figure, which includes a creature power kratt brother action figure, three power animal figures and four collectable creature power disks! Also, these Wild Kratts action figures are sculpted to look exactly like the Kratt Brothers and their creature pals. Amazon VisitWalmart.com Visit Activate Flying
Powers! Collect all wild root 4 pack action picture sets and you can act out your favorite adventures! Each 4-pack figure, which includes a creature power kratt brother action figure, three power animal figures and four collectable creature power disks! Also, these Wild Kratts action figures are sculpted to
look exactly like the Kratt Brothers and their creature pals. Amazon VisitWalmart.com Visit Activate Running Powers! Collect all wild root 4 pack action picture sets and you can act out your favorite adventures! Figure that includes creature Power Kratt Brother action figure, three power animal figures and
four collectable creature power disks! Also, these Wild Kratts action figures are sculpted to look exactly like the Kratt Brothers and their creature pals. Amazon VisitWalmart.com Visit Activate Swimming Powers! Collect all wild root 4 pack action picture sets and you can act out your favorite adventures!
Each 4-pack figure, which includes a creature power kratt brother action figure, three power animal figures and four collectable creature power disks! Also, these Wild Kratts action figures are sculpted to look exactly like the Kratt Brothers and their creature pals. Amazon VisitWalmart.com Visit almost 2
foot long Wild Kratts Tortuga Playset is absolutely gigantic and comes with 10 fun features! Now you can re-introduce some of the most memorable Tortuga moments from the top-rated PBS show Wild Kratts. First, open the launch pad or retractable roof. Then, slide your figures down the fire column, or
even open Tortuga's mouth to reveal the steering station! With 10 fun features this oversized, two-sided Wild Shake Tortuga playset will lead the way to countless hours of adventurous fun! The Wild Kratts Collector Figure Set includes 10 Kratt Brothers performance figures, 6 animal figurines, and 6
collectible Creature Power discs. The performance figures are 3 long and sculpted to look exactly like Chris and Martin Kratt and their respective creature pals! Act out your favorite adventures of Chris and Martin Kratt by collecting this awesome Wild Kratts 22-Piece Collector Set! Amazon
VisitWalmart.com Visit Activate Creature Powers and Act on your favorite Kratt Brother adventures by collecting this awesome Wild Shake Creature Power Disc Set! Includes 9 disk storage holder with 20 collectible Chris Kratt Creature Power activation disks. The Drive Owner Set includes a variety of
animals that run, jump, crawl, fly, climb or defend! What force of creatures do you activate? Amazon VisitWalmart.com Visit Activate Creature Powers and Act on your favorite Kratt Brother adventures by collecting this awesome Wild Shake Creature Power Disc Set! Includes 9 disk storage holder with 20
collectible Martin Kratt Creature Power activation disks. The Drive Owner Set includes a variety of animals that run, jump, crawl, fly, climb or defend! What force of creatures do you activate? With Wild Kratts Adventure Set you can be just like the Kratt Brothers! Now you can create your own creature
adventures with all the same tools directly from the beloved PBS Kids show, Wild Kratts! Use reliable night vision goggles to explore these nocturnal creatures! Also included is a creaturepod and an adventure bag so you can take all your tools wherever you go! Plus, with bonus power drives and nifty
power holder, you now have a great place to store your energy drives! Includes 8 8 Amazon VisitPBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Act some of your favorite Wild Shakes Adventures with wild kratts 10-Pack Action Image Gift Set. This set includes the most popular characters directly from the hit PBS
show. Makes a great gift for a devoted Wild Kratts fan. Adventures are endless! Amazon VisitWalmart.com Visit This personalized party banner showing that it's time to celebrate Wild Kratts style. Deck out your den with this personalized Wild Kratts birthday party banner. Customize it with a name to
celebrate with Chris, Martin and all your friends. Celebrate your birthday with a customized Wild Kratts banner. Kratt Brothers can help you create an exciting birthday party with a personalized banner. Whether guests will celebrate inside or brave out for fun and games, a custom made banner will let
guests know they're on a wild day. Your creature friends will know what day it is with the Wild Kratts birthday banner. It's your party, so wild if you want. Greet your party animal friends with Wild Kratts. Show them whose big day it is by adding your name to this personalized banner. PBS Kids Shop
VisitWalmart.com VisitFingerhut.com VisitGettington Visit Personalized Wild Shake placemats will gear your guests with an exciting treat. Welcome guests to a birthday party with the Wild Shakes crew. Durable placemats feature heavy, laminated paper and the entire Wild Kratts team. Turn the placemat
over for a fun action side featuring tic tac toe, space toy, and line drawing dot game! Use washable markers to draw and delete again and again. Personalize this placemat to make it your own. Dig for adventure with a personalized Wild Kratts birthday placemat. Featuring Chris, Martin and a slew of
animals, personalized Wild Shakes birthday placemats are the perfect way to feast during the big day. Turn the placemat over for a fun action side featuring tic tac toe, space toy, and line drawing dot game! Use washable markers to draw and delete again and again. Let your friends know which birthday it
is with this Wild Shake garden flag. I wish your party animal a happy birthday with this Wild Kratts birthday garden flag. Featuring the awesome Kratt Brothers, you can personalize it with age and name up to 10 characters. This garden flag is also coordinated with our 6-foot Wild Kratts banner and t-shirt
(to be purchased separately). Specify the path to the party with this Wild Kratts custom birthday garden flag. Wild Kratts yard sign tells your guests they are in the right place for a party. Personalize it for the big day by adding a child's name and celebrate with Chris, Martin and the rest of the Wild Kratts
pack. It's time for a party animal style with this Wild Shake green t-shirt. Make it a special Your party animal with this Wild Kratts Birthday Tee. Get This Wild Kratts Kratts Personalized with a name to help the birthday boy or girl stand out from the crowd. Make this birthday extra wild and fun with a
personalized Wild Kratts tee! Kratt Brothers are ready for a wild birthday party! Featuring Chris and Martin in their creature Power Suits next to the Florida panther and her kid, this personalized pink tee is the perfect birthday shirt for your little explorer. Add the child's name and age gift they'd love to wear!
PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com - Youth Visit Say happy birthday with custom kids t-shirt from Wild Kratts.This cartoon character white t-shirt for kids features Wild Saksts and animals from memorable Wild Shakes episodes. Add up to 9 characters to your personal stamp on it. PBS Kids Shop VisitTV's
Toy Box Visit Party with Wild Kratts in this aqua fitted tee! Celebrate a special party animal with this Wild Kratts t-shirt! Featuring Martin and Chris Kratt with some of their animal friends, this tee is perfect for your little party animal. Add the name of your little one at the bottom of this personalized t-shirt for
a special surprise! PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com - Toddler Visit Celebrate your adventure with Wild Kratts adventure theme. Celebrate a special occasion or birthday with our personalized stickers and treat bag set (candies and goodies not included). You will get 24 stickers, cello bags and ties. The
set is perfect for birthday parties, holiday parties like Halloween or Christmas or class parties. What if you could experience life as Chris, Martin and Aviva from the top-rated PBS show Wild Kratts? Now you can with Wild Shake Creature Power Suit! Put on your creature Power Vest and gloves and you
will be ready for your own creature adventure. Each Wild Kratts Creature Power suit also has two power drives and a power drive holder. Just place the creature in the center of the power drive and... Activate! Adjustable edges allow sizes of different ages and no time to turn on or off. Martin Kratt (Blue):
Size 6-8x What if you could experience life as Chris, Martin and Aviva from the top-rated PBS show Wild Shakes? Now you can with Wild Shake Creature Power Suit! Put on your creature Power Vest and gloves and you will be ready for your own creature adventure. Each Wild Kratts Creature Power suit
also has two power drives and a power drive holder. Just place the creature in the center of the power drive and... Activate! Adjustable edges allow sizes of different ages and no time to turn on or off. Chris Kratt (Green): Size 6-8x Wild Kratts socks will keep the toes toasty warm all winter long. These fun
and colorful Wild Kratts personalized socks are a great gift idea this holiday season. Wild Kratts will keep you for the entire winter with this stylish headband. Warm and cozy, this personalized winter headband stars kratt brothers Some of their amazing animal friends! Our design features an adventurous
duo on with their friends. The design wraps around the back. Personalize this unique headband with a name up to 9 characters on the front. PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Have a Creature power packed dinner with Wild Shakes placemats. The meal time just got wilder. Featuring Martin and Chris
in their cheetah and rhino creature Power suits, you can add an adventurous meal of time by adding your name to these personalized placemats. Turn the placemat over for a fun action side featuring tic tac toe, space toy, and line drawing dot game! Use washable markers to draw and delete again and
again. Go wild with this Wild Shakes pencil case featuring the Kratt Brothers and monkey friend. Looking for a fun place to store pencils or other art supplies? This Wild Kratts pencil case is ideal for keeping crayons, markers, and of course pencils in a safe (but wild) place. The case features Chris and
Martin in their creature Power Suits with a monkey friend. Get back into the case personalized by adding a name of up to 9 characters below the phrase monkey around. Go wild with this Wild Kratts pencil case featuring the Kratt Brothers and lizard friend. Looking for a cool place to store pencils or other
art supplies? This Wild Kratts pencil case is ideal for keeping crayons, markers, and of course pencils in a safe (but wild) place. On the front of the case is the Kratt Brothers on the ground, looking at a lizard friend. There's room for a name up to 9 characters on the back of the case. Go wild with this Wild
Kratts pencil case. Looking for a fun place to store pencils or other art supplies? This Wild Shakes pencil case is ideal for maintaining the safety of chalks, markers and, of course, pencils. It features the show's main characters in their cheetah and Rhino Creature Power Suits. Get personalized on the back
of this pencil application by adding up to 9 characters of the word. Keep school supplies in this Wild Kratts pencil case featuring Chris Kratt.Now you can draw with Creature Power. This Creature Power pencil case features a design similar to Chris Kratt's Creature Power Suit front. There's room behind
the case to add a personalized name of up to 9 characters. Pair this pencil case with our Wild Kratts Green Creature Power Backpack (sold separately). Keep school supplies in this Wild Kratts pencil case featuring Martin Kratt.Now you can draw with Creature Power. This Creature Power pencil case
features a design similar to Martin Kratt's Creature Power Suit front. There's room behind the case to add a personalized name of up to 9 characters. Pair this pencil case with our Wild Shake Blue Creature Power Backpack (sold separately). Make lunch with your personalized Wild Kratts lunch bag.
Download Download Your favorite sandwich and snack in this personalized Wild Kratts lunch bag. This durable insulated lunch bag offers a large single compartment and can be personalized with a name of up to 9 characters. Lunch is more fun with your personalized Wild Kratts lunch bag. Whatever your
little creature eats, they can store it in this personalized Wild Kratts lunch bag. This durable insulated lunch bag offers a large single compartment and can be personalized with a name of up to 9 characters. PBS Kids Shop VisitbuybuyBABY.com Visit Let your baby look like an animal expert with this Wild
Shakes lunch bag featuring Martin Kratt.The Wild Kratts are always saving animals with Creature Power. This Creature Power lunch bag features a similar design to Martin's Creature Power Suit. Get this Wild Kratts lunch bag personalized with up to 9 characters. This lunch bag matches our Wild Shake
Blue Creature Power Backpack and Wild Shakes Blue Creature Power Pencil Case (all to be purchased separately). Let your child look like an animal expert with this Wild Kratts lunch bag featuring Chris Kratt.The Wild Shakes always rescue animals with Creature Power. This Creature Power lunch bag
features a similar design to Chris's Creature Power Suit. Get this Wild Kratts lunch bag personalized with up to 9 characters. This lunch bag matches our Wild Shake Green Creature Power Backpack and Wild Shake Green Creature Power Pencil Case (all to be purchased separately). Show off the team in
this exclusive design. Our Hero's Journey Wild One personalized tote is an exclusive design created by Chris and Martin and the team. Take it to the beach, wear books or use it as a night bag. Created in Alaska: Hero's Journey special. Head out for an exciting day with a Koalaballoon Wild Kratts tote
bag. This custom tote bag for children features Koalaballoon, the Kratt Brothers special friend. Personalize it with up to 9 characters to make it your own. Boo! Head out for a fun night trick or treating with a Wild Kratts Halloween tote bag! Our bag features some of the Kratt Brothers favorite animals, along
with Chris and Martin themselves! This tote is the perfect size for all the yummy candy you'll get this Halloween, and it makes a great travel bag! Add some rhino power to your room with personalized Wild Kratts wall art. Chris Kratt has his activated rhino creature Power Suit with his special friend Nubs.
Join them as they use their creature power to save the black rhinoceros. This wild shake wall of art for children can be customized with the word. Customize your room with rhinoceros with personalized Wild Shake wall art. Add rhino adventure to your room as Chris Kratt and his special friend Nubs use
their creature power to save the black rhino. This Wild Shake art for children can be customized with a word. Power up your bedroom with Wild Shake wall art art In your room with cheetah power! Martinsssst and his special friend show everyone that nothing is faster than a cheetah. Add a word, and this
customizable wall art is unique to yours. Customize your bedroom with Wild Shake wall art for children. Add cheetah power to your room! Martinsssst and his special friend show everyone that nothing is faster than a cheetah. Add a word, and this customizable wall art is unique to yours. Add a little
creature power to your room with Wild Kratts customized wall art. Featuring Chris and Martin in their creature Power Suits, this Wild Shake wall art is bound to inspire a new adventure. You can personalize with a phrase up to 18 characters long. Add a little creature power to your room with Wild Kratts
customized wall art. Featuring Chris and Martin in their creature power suits, this Wild Shake wall art is bound to inspire a new adventure. You can personalize with a phrase up to 18 characters long. Personalize your den with custom Wild Kratts wall art. Spend a lazy afternoon with Chris, Martin and their
lion pals. To really give your room a touch of the wild, be sure to customize this wall of art with a phrase of up to 18 characters. PBS Kids Shop VisitFingerhut.com Visit Personalize your den with custom Wild Kratts wall art. Spend a lazy afternoon with Chris, Martin and their lion pals. To really give your
room a touch of the wild, be sure to customize this wall art with your name. Show off your Wild Kratts style with a custom printed throw. Great for wild Kratt fans, this creature's power throw will keep its feet toasty on cool nights. Featuring the Kratt Brothers along with your cheetah and rhino friends, be
sure to personalize this unique throw with a name. Dream wild things with themed pillowcase Wild Shake from PBS KIDS. This pillow thing with Wild Kratts Chris and Martin is perfect for bedtime or just a lion around. Custom Wild Kratts pillowcase makes bedtime fun. Dream of a new adventure with this
creature power pillowcase. Featuring Wild Kratts in their creature Power Suits, you're on a nightly adventure. PBS Kids Shop VisitbuybuyBABY.com Visit Fall Asleep and Dream of Wild Shakes Adventures on this personalized pillowcase! Racing off to their next adventure, Aviva and the Kratt Brothers are
joined by a lion, a draco lizard and a red kangaroo! This personalized pillowcase can be customized with a lush green background and can be customized with the child's name. Activate shark power! Join the Kratt Brothers as they activate their shark power on their latest deep-sea adventure. This water
bottle features a twist-off and pop-up lid and can be personalized with any name so you always know it's yours! PBS Kids Shop VisitTv's Toy Box Visit personalized Wild Kratts sports bottle is great for hot habitats. This customized sports bottle features Kratt with your lizard friend. Take this with you on
your next adventure! The attached carbine allows this sports bottle to easily attach to a belt or backpack. Refill with a drink from the creature Power Sports Bottle featuring Chris Kratt.Hydrate Wild Kratts style. This fun sports bottle features Chris and a cheetah ready for action. Get this item that contains
your favorite Wild Shake characters personalized by adding a name of up to 9 characters. Refill with a drink from the creature Power Sports Bottle featuring Martin Kratt.Hydrate Wild Kratts style. This fun sports bottle features Martin and a cheetah ready for action. Get this item that contains your favorite
Wild Shake characters that are personalized by adding a name of up to 9 characters. Make Christmas morning exciting with a personalized Wild Shake Christmas herd. Stock up on adventure this Christmas. Featuring Wild Kratts with some rambunctious wolf cubs, this baby Christmas stocking can be
personalized with up to 9 characters. PBS Kids Shop VisitFingerhut.com Visit Is an animal adventure this holiday season with wild shakes holiday stocking. Go wild this holiday season with Wild Kratts. This holiday stocking features Chris and Martin Kratt with a draco lizard in front and a cheetah on his
back. You can be at the top of the herd personalized with up to 9 characters. PBS Kids Shop VisitFingerhut.com Add this Wild Shake Underwater Adventure Ornament to your seasonal decorations. Join the Kratt Brothers on your mission to discover the secret life of the mysterious Great White Shark with
a unique animal Christmas ornament. ON PBS Kids Shop VisitFingerhut.com Visit You will find a cuddly friend on this Wild Shaket ornament. This pink and purple ornament features KoalaBalloon - a friend of the Kratt Brothers. Cuddly and cute koala bear is smiling away against a pink striped
background. Get this ornament personalized with the name and year of your Wild Kratts fan! PBS Kids Shop VisitFingerhut.com Visit Go Wild this holiday season with this Wild Shaket ornament. Are you ready to activate Creature Power for the holidays? This Wild Kratts ornament is uniquely shaped and
colored as Chris's power suit. Make this fun décor even more unique when you get it personalized! PBS Kids Shop VisitFingerhut.com Visit Go wild this holiday season with this Wild Shake holiday ornament. Are you ready to activate Creature Power? This Wild Kratts ornament is uniquely shaped and

colored to resemble Martin's power suit. Make this fun piece of décor even more unique if you get it personalized with up to 9 characters. PBS Kids Shop VisitFingerhut.com Visit A personalized title ornament makes for a fun Wild Kratts Christmas.Celebrate Christmas and vacation alongside Wild Kratts
with this personalized ornament. It features Wild Kratts and their fun lizard friend. Add a child's name make it a particularly special memorabilia. Decorate your home with this Wild Shake Lizard Friend Ornament.Celebrate Christmas alongside Wild Shakes with this holiday ornament. It features Wild Kratts
and their fun lizard friend. PBS Kids Shop VisitFingerhut.com Visit Ready for a Wild Summer with a custom Wild Kratts beach towel. Featuring Martin, this beach towel makes a great gift idea for Wild Kratt fans who are ready for an underwater adventure or who just want to chill by the pool. You can
customize a word up to 12 characters. Dry with tortoise power when you use this Wild Shake beach towel. Show your support for Wild Kratts with when you hit a pool or beach. This towel features Chris Kratt in the Hawksbill Sea Turtle Creature Power Suit. You can personalize the top of this towel by
adding the name of your favorite Wild Kratts fan. Explore the ocean with Chris and Martin! Two giant great white sharks are featured on this velour beach towel, along with Chris and Martin Kratt! Take this towel to the beach, pool, or even use it for a swimtime perfect way to stay warm and dry. Add any
word up to 9 characters to get the perfect personalized touch. PBS Kids Shop VisitTV's Toy Box Visit Take a Dive with Some Friendly Sea Creatures! A plush, absorbent beach towel featuring your favorite brothers is perfect for summer adventures! Join Chris and Martin as they take a dive with two
friendly dolphins. Add the name of the perfect personalized touch! PBS Kids Shop VisitTV's Toy Box Visit Boys and Girls Aged 4 to 6 will dive into this Step 2 Reader with the Kratt Brothers as they activate their creature Power Suits swim with sharks, whales, and other wild sea creatures! Boys and girls
aged 4 to 6 can join the Kratt Brothers as they activate their creature Power Suits to crawl, crawl, and shuffle with amazing reptiles! Boys and girls aged 4 to 6 will love this Step 2 Step Reading leveled reader as they activate their creature Power Suits to go hunting with the world's most amazing predators
such as sharks, lions, and crocodiles! Boys and girls aged 4 to 6 will dive into this luxury step 2 reading leveled reader with the Kratt Brothers as they activate their creature Power suits to crawl, crawl, and blister with amazing animal babies of all kinds! This luxury step reading leveled reader features
animal trading cards and eye-catching foil on the cover. Step 2 Readers use basic vocabulary and short sentences to tell simple stories. Children who recognize familiar words with help and may sound like new words. Boys and girls aged 2 to 5 will enjoy this Little Golden Book in which the Kratt Brothers
activate their creature Power Suits and meet some of their favorite wildlife in african savannah! Boys and girls aged 4 and 6 will love this Step 2 Step Reading leveled reader in which they activate activates Creature Power Suits to buzz the insect kingdom! Five Wild Shakes Solis Reading leveled readers
in one book! Boys and girls aged 4 to 6 will plunge into this step reading collection featuring five Wild Shakes leveled readers on sharks, reptiles, and other wild things together in one volume! Come on, Creature Powers! is a full color Wild Kratts storybook featuring trade cards, stickers, and posters! Boys
and girls 4-6 will learn all you need to know about Wild Kratts amazing creature Power suits! This deluxe Pictureback features trading cards, stickers, and wild kratts poster! Boys and girls aged 3 to 7 can learn all about Wild Kratts amazing tech-from their flying ship Tortuga to shrink ray miniaturizer, and
of course their creature Power suits! This full color story book features trading cards and stickers to add fun! Wild Kratts take off to explore how different animals survive in the cold in this leveled reader featuring shiny stickers! Boys and girls 4-6 will love to learn to read how Kratts explore the different
ways some creatures live and survive in cold climates at this stage of Step 2 Reading leveled the reader. Bonus stickers add fun! Wild Kratts take off at this stage reading a book about wild creatures flying! Boys and girls 4-6 can learn all about birds, bats and other amazing creatures that fly in this leveled
reader featuring a pull-out and fold paper fliers! Wild Kratts go in search of creatures that come out at night in this full-color storybook featuring glow-in-the-dark pages and glow poster! Boys and girls 4-6 can learn all about bats, owls, deep sea creatures, and other animals that come out at night or live in
the dark. Glow-in-the-dark leaves and glow wall poster add fun! Wild Kratts go look for lions, tigers, and cats of all sizes at this level reader with stickers! Boys and girls aged four to six can learn all about cats from ferocious big cats like lions and tigers living in the wild to adorable house cats. Stickers add
fun. Wild Kratts are rumbling with the king in the jungle when they try to care for three lion cubs on an African savannah. Can Brothers Creature Power be enough to keep playful cubs out of trouble? Boys and girls 4-6 will love to learn about lions in this Wild Kratts leveled reader featuring removable
creature cards! PBS KIDS: 20 Incredible Tales It's a bird... PBS KIDS: 20 Incredible Tales It's a bird... It's a plane ... This is your favorite PBS KIDS friends! In this action-packed collection, watch as Oscar and Dr. O save the day when all the Odd Squad comes down with a case jinx, Sheep becomes
WordWorld's first superhero and saves the day with the letter S, and much more! Join these PBS KIDS characters as they move to the rescue and have several superhero adventures along It's time for the annual Wild Shake Firefly picnic. Martin and Chris head off into the woods to find some fireflies to
join in the fun, while fashion designer, Donita Donta, is capturing all the fireflies used to make a sparkly, one-of-a-kind dress. The Wild Kratts team is keeping the firefly population! Panda Power Up While testing out the endangered Giant panda, Wild Kratts gets stranded in bamboo forests of China without
power to any of its vehicles or equipment. They have to figure out how to power up time to help save pandas that are turned into robotic stuffed toys by the nefarious villain, Zach Varmitech. The secret of an ancient panda can only lead to creature power that will leave its engines and save the pandas. 20
Music Tales From creating a schoolyard marching band to help Ludwig van Beethoven write a symphony, your friends pbs KIDS really know how to put on a fantastic performance! According to Frozen Pond Wild Shake and Wild Kratts kids are going on an underwater adventure to learn how pond animals
survive the winter. Musk Ox Mania When Chris realizes that his precious creature souvenir collection is missing, the gang has to go back to the Arctic to find it. But the Arctic is now covered with thick ice and snow, so they will need a special Arctic creature – Musk Ox – and the power of its creature to find
it. PBS Kids: Ocean Adventures plunge into exciting adventures with some characters of your favorite PBS kids! Learn how coral reefs are created, get to know a giant prehistoric sea turtle, attend a show called Dancing Duck Bonanza, and over 10 tales featuring underwater fun! Rocket Jaw: A rescuer
reef while examining how coral reefs are formed, wild shakes reveal that Zach and Donita have sent robotic Parrotfish to collect coral for jewelry. Martin and Chris must use the power of the biggest reef hunters to stop this evil plot. Capture Fishmobile When Aviva unveils its new Fishmobile invention,
designed to keep up with the fast, accurate movements of schooling fish, Chris and Martin challenge the gang of brand new creature game. Shop PBS VisitAmazon Visit PBS Kids: Happy Birthday Break out balloons and strips - it's a birthday party! From choosing a cake to planning a surprise party, join
some of your favorite PBS KIDS characters in 10 birthday themed stories. Quillber's Birthday Present It's Aviva's Birthday, and Chris and Martin decide to collect shed snooky quills to make a beautiful necklace as a gift. As they tag along with African Crested Porcupine, they discover that animals have
different types and even some highly specialized features to defend themselves from predators. For example, porcupine feathers are modified hairs designed in essence for deadly defense. The Kratt Brothers Use this amazing defense to protect the porcupines from Zach's latest animal collection scheme.
PBS Kids loves animals – especially the fluffy ones! Join friends from Caillou, Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood, Super Why, Wild Kratts, and many other favorites on these twenty fun adventures, songs and stories featuring animals of all kinds. Slider Otter Wild Kratts reveal lost otter cub. Assuming he's lost,
Bros. attempted to find his family while bringing him to life in Cypress Swamp Florida. Page 2 Join Wild Kratts and other PBS Kids favorites with this 15 Sport Stories DVD!Wild Shakes episodes included: Road Runner Trees wants to leave the Sonoran Desert to resupply Tortuga, but Chris and Martin
don't want to go until they track down a mysterious lizard. But they will need the help – and powers – of their friend Road Runner.City Hoppers! While Aviva and Trees help two Wild Kratt children take a catapult, Chris and Martin explore the world of grasshopper. They soon realize that these might
jumpers were indeed the first catapulters and the Kratt Brothers went on a creature adventure to learn all they can about grasshopper's amazing jumping powers. Wild Kratts Laziness Bear Cloth Face Mask.Activate Laziness Powers with Chris, Martin, and Shaggo – Sloth Bear Kid! Non-medical mask
handmade in the USA. The mask is made with 2 layers of 100% polyester. The front layer is printed with its favorite Wild Kratts design and inside is white soft polyester. The mask comes with traditional elastic ear loops. Face mask is reusable and washable! Not intended for use in medicine or industry.
MaskClub.com (Kids) VisitMaskClub.com (Adults) Visit Wild Shake Swimming with Sharks Cloth Face Mask.Activate Shark Powers with Chris, Martin and their shark friends! Non-medical mask handmade in the USA. The mask is made with 2 layers of 100% polyester. The front layer is printed with its
favorite Wild Kratts design and inside is white soft polyester. The mask comes with traditional elastic ear loops. Face mask is reusable and washable! Not intended for use in medicine or industry. MaskClub.com (Kids) VisitMaskClub.com (adults) Visit Wild Kratts Purple Poison Frog Creature Power Disc
Cloth Face Mask.Activate Poison Frog Powers! Non-medical mask handmade in the USA. The mask is made with 2 layers of 100% polyester. The front layer is printed with its favorite Wild Kratts design and inside is white soft polyester. The mask comes with traditional elastic ear loops. Face mask is
reusable and washable! Not intended for use in medicine or industry. MaskClub.con (Kids) VisitMaskClub.com (Adults) Visit Wild Kratts Fly High Cloth Face Mask.Fly high Chris, Martin, Aviva and their parrot friends! Non-medical mask handmade in the USA. The mask is with 2 layers of 100% polyester.
The front layer is printed with your favorite Wild Kratts Kratts and inside is white soft polyester. The mask comes with traditional elastic ear loops. Face mask is reusable and washable! Not intended for use in medicine or industry. MaskClub.com (Kids) VisitMaskClub.com (Adults) Visit Wild Shake Orange
Octopus Creature Power Disc Cloth Face Mask.Activate Octopus Powers! Non-medical mask handmade in the USA. The mask is made with 2 layers of 100% polyester. The front layer is printed with its favorite Wild Kratts design and inside is white soft polyester. The mask comes with traditional elastic
ear loops. Face mask is reusable and washable! Not intended for use in medicine or industry. MaskClub.com (Kids) VisitMaskClub.com (Adults) Visit Wild Kratts Green Moose Creature Power Disc Cloth Face Mask.Activate Moose Powers! Non-medical mask handmade in the USA. The mask is made
with 2 layers of 100% polyester. The front layer is printed with its favorite Wild Kratts design and inside is white soft polyester. The mask comes with traditional elastic ear loops. Face mask is reusable and washable! Not intended for use in medicine or industry. MaskClub.com (Kids) VisitMaskClub.com
(Adults) Visit Wild Shakes Cheetah Power Cloth Face Mask.Activate Cheetah Speed with Martin and his cheetah friend! Non-medical mask handmade in the USA. The mask is made with 2 layers of 100% polyester. The front layer is printed with its favorite Wild Kratts design and inside is white soft
polyester. The mask comes with traditional elastic ear loops. Face mask is reusable and washable! Not intended for use in medicine or industry. MaskClub.com (Kids) VisitMaskClub.com (Adults) Visit Wild Kratts Red Hummingbird Creature Power Disc Cloth Face Mask.Activate Hummingbird Powers!
Non-medical mask handmade in the USA. The mask is made with 2 layers of 100% polyester. The front layer is printed with its favorite Wild Kratts design and inside is white soft polyester. The mask comes with traditional elastic ear loops. Face mask is reusable and washable! Not intended for use in
medicine or industry. MaskClub.com (Kids) VisitMaskClub.com (adults) Visit Wild Kratts Blue Goliath Tarantula Creature Power Disc Cloth Face Mask.Activate Goliath Tarantula Powers! Non-medical mask handmade in the USA. The mask is made with 2 layers of 100% polyester. The front layer is printed
with its favorite Wild Kratts design and inside is white soft polyester. The mask comes with traditional elastic ear loops. Face mask is reusable and washable! Not intended for use in medicine or industry. MaskClub.com (Kids) VisitMaskClub.com (adults) Visit Lion Creature Power Cloth Face Mask.Activate
lion pride with Chris and his lion friend! Non-medical mask handmade The mask is made with 2 layers of 100% polyester. The front layer is printed with its favorite Wild Kratts design and inside is white soft polyester. The mask comes with traditional elastic ear loops. Face mask is reusable and Not
intended for use in medicine or industry. MaskClub.com (Kids) VisitMaskClub.com (Adults) Visit Wild Kratts Yellow Cheetah Creature Power Disc Cloth Face Mask.Activate Cheetah Powers! Non-medical mask handmade in the USA. The mask is made with 2 layers of 100% polyester. The front layer is
printed with its favorite Wild Kratts design and inside is white soft polyester. The mask comes with traditional elastic ear loops. Face mask is reusable and washable! Not intended for use in medicine or industry. MaskClub.com (Kids) VisitMaskClub.com (adults) Visit Wild Kratts Group Cloth Face Mask.Hit
the creature trail with the Wild Kratts gang! Non-medical mask handmade in the USA. The mask is made with 2 layers of 100% polyester. The front layer is printed with its favorite Wild Kratts design and inside is white soft polyester. The mask comes with traditional elastic ear loops. Face mask is reusable
and washable! Not intended for use in medicine or industry. MaskClub.com (Kids) VisitMaskClub.com (Adults) Visit Wild Shakes Animal Friends Cloth Face Mask.Join Martin and Chris with their animal friends, Thornsley, Nubs, Shadow, Little Howler and more! Non-medical mask handmade in the USA.
The mask is made with 2 layers of 100% polyester. The front layer is printed with its favorite Wild Kratts design and inside is white soft polyester. The mask comes with traditional elastic ear loops. Face mask is reusable and washable! Not intended for use in medicine or industry. MaskClub.com (Kids)
VisitMaskClub.com (adults) Visit Let Games Begin! Whether they're a mammal that can swim ridiculous distances or a tiny insect with the power of a bodybuilder, each creature in the animal kingdom is uniquely awesome. But different creature powers to impress different people, and it ™ where you come
from! Using the included group poster, you decide which competitor in each category is the absolute coolest creature in Power! So get ready, it's time to crown some creature champions! Available at Whole Foods Markets or your local grocery store. OnNewsstandsNow.com VisitWhole Foods Markets InStore Only This Set of 8 Wild Shakes Character and Animal Tattoos is on the ultimate Wild Kratts Fan! Use them one by one, share other creature adventurers or add goodie bags, these tattoos come out easy in the bath! Includes: 8 TattoosNever tested on animalsAvailable only in the store. Spending too
much time exploring the Sonora Desert or Dry Valleys of Antarctica – looking for the world's most interesting animals?! 2-pack flavored lip balms will be a great purchase for you and your creature adventure! Includes: 2 Flavored Lip Balms - Blueberry and CherryNever tested on animalsAvailable in the
store only. After a day after the animals, which is a creature trail, this collection including loofa, bath balls, shower gel and hot tub add a lot of fun to bath time time Creature Adventurer! Includes: 1 Bright Loofa2 Scented Bath Balls - Strawberry and Berry Scented Bubble Bath - Blueberry Scented Shower
Gel - Cherry ScentedNever tested on animalsAvailable in the store only. What an awesome way to encourage your messy creature adventure to get into the bath than by fizzing the ball in amazement! Try one of these two bath balls with a surprise color inside! Includes: 2 Scented Bath Balls – Strawberry
and Berry ScentedSurprise Color Inside! Never checked with animalsAvailable only in the store. These deliciously flavored lip balms will save any creature adventurer from dry lips so they can focus on learning from an array of PBS characters, including Wild Saksts! Includes: 8 Flavored Lip Balm3 Wild
Kratts Flavors - Cherry, Blueberry and WatermelonNevera tested on animalsAvailable in the store only. Enjoy these brightly colored, blueberry-scented bath balls with some of your favorite PBS characters, including, Wild Kratts! Includes: 10 Blueberry Scented Bath BallsNever tested on animalsAvailable
in the store only. What fun to have your favorite Wild Kratts Fan use while getting squeaky clean! They can release some creativity in the bath with these products, but pretending they are one of the many water-based animals they love! Includes: 3 Fingerpaint SoapScents/ Colors: Grape/Purple,
Cherry/Red, Blueberry/Blue1 Paint Palette2 Sponge Stampers4 CrayonsBerry ScentedBlue, Red, Orange and GreenNever tested on animalsAvailable in store only. Trouble getting your favorite creature adventure into the bath at the end of a full day of creature adventuring? These Bath Crayons will
definitely help! Adding a lot of fun to the bath time, children can enjoy using the bath while getting clean themselves – and of course it comes off easily! Berry Scented6 Awesome ColorsColors: Green, Dark Blue, Purple, Red, Orange, Light BlueNever tested on animalsAvailable in store only. What is the
best part to be on a creature adventure? Getting dirty! And that means getting clean always comes next! Continue the fun in the bath, where you can use this fingerpaint soap to draw your favorite animals! Blueberry ScentedNever tested with animalsAvailable in the store only. Want your nails to look
awesome for your next creature adventure?! You can have your favorite Wild Kratts characters along with any adventure with these colorful nail art pieces! Includes: 1 Nail Decal Sheet1 Gemstone Sheet1 Nail Sticker SheetÂ Never Tested on AnimalsAvailable in Store Only. One of the coolest things
about exploring the creature world is learning about the different types of animals that live among us. From the small blue jays that make their homes in north American trees to the huge polar bears roaming the Arctic tundra, our world has a collection of cool creatures with even cooler creature powers!
Amazon (US) VisitAmazon (CAD) Act out some of your favorite Wild Kratts adventures Wild Kratts Toys Animal Power Action Figure Set - Hammerhead Shark Power! Activate creature power! The set includes 3 Martin Kratt Brother action figure, power animal action figure and creature power drive Wild
Shakes action figures are sculpted to look exactly like the Kratt Brothers and their corresponding creature palMaks a great gift for fans of wild kratts PBS television show! Amazon (US) VisitAmazon (CAD) Visit Act on some of your favorite Wild Shakes Adventures wild shake toys Animal Power Action
Image Set – Poison Dart Frog Power! Activate creature power! The set includes 3 Chris Kratt Brother action figure, power animal action figure and creature power drive Wild Shakes action figures are sculpted to look exactly like the Kratt Brothers and their respective creature palMaks a great gift to fans of
wild kratts PBS television show! Amazon (USA) VisitAmazon (CAD) Visit Want imaginary echolocation and flying powers? Don this green Wild Shake creature power suit, complete with attached wing and reflective drive, on all the bat strengths! Amazon VisitFearless Apparel (S/M) VisitFantasia Collection
Visit Dressed in this green Wild Shakes cheetah overalls with reflective creature power drive on chest and comfy foam mask, itâ€™s clear this fella is built for speed. Amazon Visit7th Avenue Costumes.com (M) VisitFearless Apparel (S/M) Visit Dressed in this green Wild Shake cheetah jumpsuit with
reflective creature power drive on chest and comfy foam mask, itâ€™s €™s clear this fella is built for speed. 7. Avenue Costumes.com (S/M) VisitFearless Apparel (M) VisitFantasia Collection Visit Want imaginary echolocation and flying powers? Don this blue Wild Shake creature power suit, complete
with attached wings and reflective discs, on all the strengths of the bats! 7th Avenue Costumes.com (XS/S/M) Visit As shown from those who defined cheetah muscles, this is one fast cat. Give your child Wild Kratts powers in this high quality blue jumpsuit with a reflective power drive on the chest. Flap
this wing and feel the power of the bat in this green Wild Shakes creature power suit, complete with sculpted hands and torso, foam mask and reflective power disc. Flap this wing and feel the power of the bat in this blue Wild Shakes creature power suit, complete with sculpted arms and torso, foam mask
and reflective power drive. Our fun shirt features some of the Kratt Brothers favorite animals, along with Chris and Martin themselves! Ideal for school and holidays. Couple with mask for a fun night trick or treats! Trick or treat! Celebrate one of our favorite vacations with your very own Wild Shake
Halloween t-shirt! Our funny shirt offers some of the Kratt Brothers animals, along with Chris and Martin themselves! Ideal for school and holidays. Couple with mask for a fun night trick or treats! Say Boo! This Halloween with your very own Wild Kratts t-shirt. Our fun shirt features some of the Kratt
Brothers favorite animals, along with Chris and Martin themselves! Ideal for school and holidays. Couple with mask for a fun night trick or treats! Trick or treat! Celebrate one of our favorite vacations with your very own Wild Shake Halloween shirt! Our comfy jersey features some of the Kratt Brothers
favorite animals, along with Chris and Martin themselves! Ideal for school and holidays. Couple with mask for a fun night trick or treats! Halloween could get cool this year; Cover up with a fun hoodie that is perfect for trick-or-treating! Our fun hoodie features some of the Kratt brothers' favorite animals,
along with Chris and Martin themselves! Ideal for school and holidays. Trick or treat! Celebrate one of our favorite vacations with your very own Wild Shake Halloween t-shirt! Our long sleeve shirt features some of the Kratt Brothers favorite animals, along with Chris and Martin themselves! Ideal for school
and holidays. Couple with mask for a fun night trick or treats! Wild shake, the #1 hit show on PBS, is now a fun puzzle! This bright and colorful 100 piece puzzle finishes up to sizes 12.5 to 15. High quality printed puzzle pieces are perfect for little hands. Children aged 5 to 3 years. Available at Whole
Foods Markets. Whole Foods Market In-Store Only Wild Saksts and Xavier Riddle team up with a 3-pack Educational Workbook bundle. The ideal learning resource for both teachers and parents. These activity books feature high quality content delivered with a variety of exciting activities, colorful
illustrations, and reward stickers designed to be learning fun along with your child's favorite PBS Kids characters. Names include: Xavier Riddle Early Learning Workbook and 2 Wild Shakes Educational Books.48 colorful pages with answer keys, perforated sharingReward sticker page and back cover
reward certificate3-Pack kit available online only. Let's Get Tough! Get ready to execute fierce fish, mighty mammals, incredible insects and flexible reptiles (and more!) that use their clever creature powers to defend themselves against attackers! So grab your armor and let's go – a whole new adventure
awaits! Available at Whole Foods Markets or your local grocery store. OnNewsstandsNow.com VisitWhole Foods Markets In-Store Only To Activate Crocodile Power! With Wild Kratts 2 Pack action figures, you can handle some of your favorite Wild Kratts adventures! Wild Kratts action figures are
sculpted to look exactly like the Kratt Brothers and their respective creature friend. What force of creatures do you activate? Wild Kratts Education with stickers is an ideal learning resource for both teachers and parents. Workbooks contain high-quality content, with a variety of engaging activities, colorful
illustrations, and reward labels designed to make learning more fun alongside your child's favorite Wild Kratts characters.48 coloured pages with answer keys, perforated sharingCompatibility pages, and back cover rewards certificateColorful, high-quality content with instructions and answer pages allows
children to be there while learning new skills. Wild Kratts Early Learning Workbook with stickers is the perfect learning resource for teachers and parents alike. Workbooks contain high-quality content, with a variety of engaging activities, colorful illustrations, and reward labels designed to make learning
more fun alongside your child's favorite Wild Kratts characters.48 coloured pages with answer keys, perforated sharingCompatibility pages, and back cover rewards certificateColorful, high-quality content with instructions and answer pages allows children to be there while learning new skills. Get ready to
meet the bold birds, mighty mammals, incredible insects and remarkable reptiles that use their creatures' powers to fly and glide through the sky! Join the Kratt Brothers as they explore many different habitats to learn about the skills, nutrition and conservation techniques used by a variety of creatures that
are able to fly. Filled with games, activities, puzzles and challenges, your child will have fun learning about the wonderful world around them! Amazon (USA) VisitAmazon (CAD) Visit Wild Kratts: Around The World Adventures To Bring Creature To Rescue! Join Chris Kratt and Martin Kratt as they embark
on over twenty action-packed Around The World Adventures! Together the Brothers spring into action to rescue the injured endangered Florida panther and recover Aviva's precious family legacy from leaping caracal cat. The fun continues as the Wild Shake team hosts a Creature Power race to help
them discover the biggest running creatures, and how they will come up with a plan after tortuga crashes somewhere in the middle of the Amazon rainforest! Plus, enjoy the amazing Amazon Adventure! In this extended length of adventure, Aviva experiences an innovation drop. The Wild Kratts team takes
him down the mysterious Amazon river in search of inspiration from the incredible creatures that live there! 15 Pet-Tastic Tails (DVD) - From dogs and cats to hammets and turtles, new friends come in all shapes and sizes! Join your favorite PBS KIDS characters when they learn all about responsibility
and caring for others. Watch Daniel and his classmates release their class pet named Ducky after he has grown too big and join Chris and Martin as they unpack from the creature adventure, only to discover a wolf puppy in him Enjoy Winter Champions, a special bonus episode from Molly from Denali.
This pet packed collection also includes stories from other beloved PBS KIDS series, including Arthur, Caillou, Let's Go Luna!, Nature Cat, Peg + Cat, Pinkalicious and Peterrific and Super WHY! Little Howler Chris and Martin are unpacking their bags from adventure and are surprised to pull out Wolf's
puppy. They have no idea where it came from and have to trace their steps to return him to his package. Chris and Martin are ready to activate their giraffe and leopard creature powers in front of this cool backpack! With internal and side pockets, sturdy straps and the opening of the headset cord, this
backpack becomes especially unique when you add any word to the front. Ideal for school or camp! Wild Kratts World Adventure – Children aged 4 to 8 can tilt and tap their way through multilevel games that promote habitat exploration around the world. Focusing on science, each game allows children to
observe, explore and use creature power suits to complete missions and help the Kratt Brothers. As the levels are complete, children earn creature power selfies, habitat stickers and Wow! facts that help to promote the learning of their animal science and natural history. PBS Kids VisitAmazon Visit Wild
Kratts need your help to care for baby animals in African Savannah! Take care of baby elephant, cheetah, crocodile, zebra and aardvark! Join Martin, Chris, and the Wild Kratts team of the African Savannah creature sitting on adventure. These baby animals need a lot of attention and care, and with the
Wild Shakes Baby Friends app, you are responsible for feeding, washing, protecting and playing with each of them. The Wild Kratts team will be there with some facts and tips to help you learn about baby animals amazing creature powers along the way. The Wild Shake Baby Friends App is for Wild
Shake fans of all ages from 3 to 8 and focuses on animal care and animal science. PBS Kids VisitAmazon Visit Wild Shake is a creature of power rescue! Run, jump, fly, and swim through 24 action-packed levels, rescue the animals to unlock information about each of the creatures, and face-off against
villains to keep the animals safe from harm. Learn about animals and their habitats while using problem solving skills to select different creatures in power suits, each with its own unique creature power! PBS Kids VisitAmazon Visit Step it up Wild Kratt style with personalized throw. This custom printed
throw is a great way to decorate a room with a Wild Kratts theme. Featuring Chris, Martin, and their lion friends, you can add a name of up to 9 characters to make it your own. Quench your thirst with a custom Wild Shake creature power sports bottle. This personalized Wild Kratts sports bottle features
Chris and Martin and some of their creature friends. Ideal young athletes , and and who like the outdoors. Add a word to make it your own. Enjoy lunch with this green lunch bag featuring the Kratt Brothers and their spider monkey friend. Get ready to love lunch. This lunch bag features Chris and Martin
Kratt with one of their favorite characters from the animal kingdom – Grabsy! Get this item personalized with any name up to 9 characters. Dream big and wild about this personalized pillowcase! Kratt Brothers takes safari! This personalized pillowcase features a curious giraffe leaning down to take a
better look at the smiling Chris, while Martin looks out at the desert with his binoculars. Customize this pillowcase with your child's name to get the perfect gift! What if you could experience life as Chris, Martin and Aviva from the top-rated PBS show Wild Kratts? Now you can with Wild Shake Creature
Power Suit! Put on your creature Power Vest and gloves and you will be ready for your own creature adventure. Each Wild Kratts Creature Power suit also has two power drives and a power drive holder. Just place the creature in the center of the power drive and... Activate! Adjustable edges allow sizes
of different ages and no time to turn on or off. Aviva (Purple): Size 4-6x Amazon VisitWalmart.com Visit What If You Could Experience Life As Chris, Martin and Aviva from the top-rated PBS show Wild Kratts? Now you can with Wild Shake Creature Power Suit! Put on your creature Power Vest and gloves
and you will be ready for your own creature adventure. Each Wild Kratts Creature Power suit also has two power drives and a power drive holder. Just place the creature in the center of the power drive and... Activate! Adjustable edges allow sizes of different ages and no time to turn on or off. Martin Kratt
(Blue): Size 4-6x What if you could experience life as Chris, Martin and Aviva from the top-rated PBS show Wild Kratts? Now you can with Wild Shake Creature Power Suit! Put on your creature Power Vest and gloves and you will be ready for your own creature adventure. Each Wild Kratts Creature
Power suit also has two power drives and a power drive holder. Just place the creature in the center of the power drive and... Activate! Adjustable edges allow sizes of different ages and no time to turn on or off. Chris Kratt (Green): Size 4-6x Get ready for adventure with a new Wild Shake t-shirt. Now you
can help save the planet with the creature power of your very own Wild Kratts t-shirt! This red t-shirt can be customized with up to 9 characters. PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com (Toddler) VisitWalmart.com (Youth) Visit Pack up your favorite toys in your Wild Kratts tote bag and head out for adventure.
Wild Kratts lion cubs tote bag is great for making books and toys and can make a long car ride more fun. Personalize it with up to 9 characters. Take a personal beach day with Personalized Wild Kratts beach towel. Celebrate your creature power with a Wild Shake beach towel that features Chris, Martin,
and their creature friends. Customize it with a word of up to 12 characters. Creature Adventure with your favorite Wild Shakes on: PBS KIDS Amazon Prime Video Channel, Amazon, Apple, Comcast, Google Play, Verizon, Vudu Join The Kratt Brothers as they went on a new adventure: finding and
learning about the best hiders and seekers on Earth. Your young animal enthusiast will love to learn about water walking basilisk lizard, hardy harvester termite, and so many more amazing species! This award-winning series is sure to please your little explorer as they expand their knowledge of our
natural world. Available at Whole Foods Markets or your local grocery store. OnNewsstandsNow.com visit to PBS Kids: 15 Frozen Tales Grab your hat, scarf, mittens, and coat and join your favorite PBS KIDS friends for some frozen fun! DW tells her friends she is a fantastic skater, but the truth is, she
can barely stand on ice! Then Molly proposes a community fundraiser in her town of Qyah, Alaska, to fix her school roof after a snow storm. Finally, the Wild Kratts team is launching an underwater investigation to learn how pond animals survive the winter, and Daniel and his friends overcome their fear of
slee down a very large mountain! Watch these fun adventures from Arthur, Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood, Molly from Denali, and Wild Kratts, as well as more from Caillou, Dinosaur Train, Let's Go Luna!, Pinkalicious and Peterrific, and WordWorld! According to Frozen Pond Wild Shake and Wild Kratts
kids are going on an underwater adventure to learn how pond animals survive the winter. Musk Ox Mania When Chris realizes that his precious creature souvenir collection is missing, the gang has to go back to the Arctic to find it. But the Arctic is now covered with a thick layer of ice and snow, so they
are €™ll need the help of a special Arctic creature – Musk Ox – and its creature powers to find it. Shop PBS VisitAmazon VisitBarnes &amp;amp; Noble VisitBest Buy Visit Rock around Christmas tree by Kratt Brothers! Perfect for Christmas morning, these stylish pyjamas star Chris and Martin Kratt are
laying the halls alongside some amazing creatures. This cozy set includes top and bottom pieces and features space to personalize in the center. Add the name of your Wild Kratts fan to make this delightful holiday design complete! PBS Kids Shop VisitTv's Toy Box Visit Don These Christmas Morning
PJs starring Chris and Martin Kratt! Brightly festive, these bright red pyjamas are perfect for your Wild Shakes fan! Super-cute and fun, unique design stars Kratt Brothers, loaded with Christmas gifts and features space to personalize with the name along the bottom of the green. Includes the upper and
bottom. Kids Shop VisitTv's Toy Box Visit Visit Off your little your holiday style with this Wild Kratts tee! Merry and bright, this vibrantly designed long sleeve T-shirt is the perfect Wild Kratts fan in your life! Stars Chris and Martin Kratt with some amazing creatures all decked out for the holiday season.
Personalize the top with your name to make this delightful design complete. PBS Kids Shop VisitTv's Toy Box Visit Thrill to your Wild Kratts fan with this hilarious holiday tee! Festive and fun, it's vibrantly designed for T-shirt stars Chris and Martin Kratt with some amazing creatures all decked out for the
holiday season. Personalize the top with a name to make this delightful design complete! PBS Kids Shop VisitTv's Toy Box Visit Join the adventures of Martin and Chris as they meet with cool creatures from around the world – and witness many never before seen wild moments. With their creature smarts
plus their recently invented creature Power Suits, the Kratt Brothers use amazing animal abilities to rescue their animal friends when they get into trouble. Episodes include: Secrets of the Spider's Web; and attack Tree Eating Aliens.Secrets of the Spider's Web When the creature adventuring the Kratt
Brothers take a nasty tumble, Wild Shakes sets off on a mission to find and restore one of the greatest of all biotech engineering secrets. Spider silk. Attack Tree Eating Aliens Wild Roots get an urgent call from a group of North American Wild Saksts children telling them almost all forest trees are dying. It
is a race against time to solve the mystery and help the forest and creatures that live there. Wild Kratts: Extreme Predators issue includes top-rated predators based on fan voting on wild kratts Facebook Page. Help Chris and Martin choose who reigns supreme! Available at Whole Foods Markets or your
local grocery store. OnNewsstandsNow.com Visit Wild Kratts goes in search of wolves, coyts and wild dogs of all sizes. Children aged four to six can learn all about wild cousins of man's best friend – from powerful dogs like wolves to sneaky foxes and more. Stickers add fun and learning to this Step 2
Reading leveled reader. Wild Kratts offers another action-packed magazine filled with fun facts and educational activities! Wild Shake: Explore the food chain features two free posters, everyone from the Wild Kratts team and tons of fun. This magazine is guaranteed a good time for any fan to hit the PBS
kids show! This issue is now available on Amazon! Amazon (US) VisitAmazon (CAD) Visit Wild Kratts gifts official poster collection! Featuring fascinating and cool Wild Shake facts about the animal kingdom's most ferocious hunters, this colorful and engaging poster book is sure to become a favorite of
your little explorer! Whole Foods Markets or your local grocery store. Store. Visit Wild Shakes Hipster Wild Life plush ToyThis super soft and cuddly hippo plush originally from Africa, but is ready to adapt to your child's new habitat. Wild Shake Koalaballoon Wild Life plush ToyThis super soft and cuddly
koala plush originally from Australia, but is ready to adapt to your child's new habitat. Wild Kratts Spot SWAT Wild Life plush ToyThis super soft and cuddly cheetah kid plush originally from Africa, but is ready to adapt to your child's new habitat. Swing through the trees with the greatest ease as the Wild
Shakes spider monkey in this blue creature power suit, complete with bodysuit, removable tail and comfortable foam mask. Amazon (4) VisitAmazon (6) VisitCostumebliss.com (X-Small) Visit Activate Rattlesnake Power! With Wild Kratts 2 Pack action figures, you can handle some of your favorite Wild
Kratts adventures! Wild Kratts action figures are sculpted to look exactly like the Kratt Brothers and their respective creature friend. What force of creatures do you activate? Activate Gray Wolf Power! With Wild Kratts 2 Pack action figures, you can handle some of your favorite Wild Kratts adventures! Wild
Kratts action figures are sculpted to look exactly like the Kratt Brothers and their respective creature friend. What force of creatures do you activate? Wild Kratts will keep you for the entire winter with this stylish beanie. Warm and cozy, this personalized winter hat stars the Kratt Brothers and some of their
amazing animal friends; musksox! Our design features an adventurous duo on the front and baby musk ox looking at their backs. Personalize this one-time hat with a name up to 9 characters on the front. PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Make a snack time adventure with personalized Wild Shake
Creature Power White Sippy Cup.Stop leaking and keep your drinks comfortable with Wild Shake Creature Power White Sippy Cup. Make this Wild Kratts Sippy Cup special when you add a name to a design that features Wild Kratts with cheetah and rhinoceros. Be ready for new adventures with
personalized Wild Shake Creature Power iPhone 4 Case.Show your energetic side with Wild Shake Creature Power iPhone 4 Case. This iPhone case is designed to protect your smartphone from common scratches and can be personalized. Add a word to join Wild Kratts in their cheetah and rhino
creature Power Suits. Be prepared for new adventures with personalized Wild Shake Creature Power iPhone 5 Case.Show your energetic side with Wild Shake Creature Power iPhone 5 Case. This iPhone case is designed to protect your smartphone from common scratches and can be personalized.
Add a word to join Wild Kratts in their cheetah and rhino creature Power Suits. Inviting all creature adventurers! Our super handy Wild Kratts phone handle is here for a tablet or phone time drop-free! It is intended to at the back of his back any mobile phone or tablet, this awesome phone accessory offers
easy handling and a safe grip, so no more dropping! The unique design includes Chris and Martin Kratts, as well as a flying Draco lizard and a place to personalize your child's name at the bottom. Time to save on creature adventuring! Complete with a removable tail and reflective power drive, pretend
panthers can have all sorts of Wild Shakes powers such as enhanced strength, night vision and stealth. Walmart.com Visit7th Avenue Costumes.com (S/M) VisitFantasia Collection (6) VisitFantasia Collection (8) Visit Inspire your child with Wild Kratts panther power in this high quality green creature
power suit, complete with muscly hands and tors, foam mask and reflective power drive. Amazon (4) VisitWalmart.com (XS/S) VisitWalmart.com (8) Visit7th Avenue Costumes.com (S/M) VisitFantasia Collection (4) VisitFantasia Collection (6) VisitFantasia Collection (8) Visit your child with Wild Shake
panther power in this high quality blue creature power suit, complete with muscly arms and amaan, foam mask and Walmart.com VisitCostumebliss.com reflective power disc. Walmart.com VisitFantastia Collection (4) VisitFantasia Collection (6) Visit Swing through the trees with the greatest ease as the
Wild Kratts spider monkey in this blue creature power suit, complete with sculpted torso, removable tail and comfortable foam mask. Swing through the trees with the greatest ease as the Wild Shakes spider monkey in this green creature power suit, complete with bodysuit, removable tail and comfortable
foam mask. Swing through the trees with the greatest ease as the Wild Shakes spider monkey in this green creature power suit, complete with a sculpted torso, a removable tail and a comfortable foam mask. As shown by those who set cheetah muscles, this is one fast cat. Give your child Wild Kratts
powers in this high quality green jumpsuit with a reflective power drive on the chest. Celebrate a new birthday with Wild Kratts! Channel the dexterity and rage of the Florida panther in the Wild Kratts tee! Kratt Brothers leap into action in their creature Power Suits, ready to face the creature on adventure
day. Featuring your child's name and age, this personalized green T-shirt is the perfect addition to their birthday party. Walmart.com - Toddler VisitWalmart.com - Youth Visit Custom young hoodie features the Kratt Brothers and some wolf puppies in a playful mood. You can personalize this Wild Kratts
hoodie on the front with a name of up to 9 characters. The back features the Kratt Brothers Howlin' Around. Zippers all the way up to a comfortable fit. PBS Kids Shop VisitbuyBABY VisitWalmart.com Carry your adventuring essentials in this Wild Kratts deep sea drawstring tote! The deep sea is full of
breathtaking wonders! Featuring a goblin shark and Martin in his yeti crab creature Power Suit, this personalized drawstring bag is the perfect accessory for little explorers everywhere. Customize this tote with your child's name to prevent their adventuring supplies from floating away. PBS Kids Shop
VisitWalmart.com Visit Explore Outdoors with This Personalized Wild Kratts Green Creature Power Suit Drawstring Bag! Gear up wild journey: Wild shake style! New fans of the popular show, Wild Kratts, will enjoy going for their toys or delivering this drawstring bag. This lightweight bag mimics Chris
Kratt's green creature power suit, with a cheetah design inside. Give this bag as a birthday gift to your fan, or the ultimate toy accessory! Make it especially special and personalize it with your child's name up to 12 characters. Explore outdoors with this personalized Wild Shake Blue Creature Power Suit
Drawstring Bag! Gear up wild journey: Wild shake style! New fans of the popular show, Wild Kratts, will enjoy going for their toys or delivering this drawstring bag. This light bag mimics Martin Kratta's blue-creature power suit with a cheetah design. Give this bag as a birthday gift to your fan, or the ultimate
toy accessory! Make it especially special and personalize it with your child's name up to 12 characters. Wild Kratts fans will love this backpack featuring Chris Kratt and the draco lizard. Always be ready for adventure. This toddler Wild Kratts personalized backpack is perfect for carrying any type of gear.
Its design features Chris Kratt flying draco lizard creature Power Suit along with a draco lizard. Get this Wild Kratts backpack personalized with up to 9 characters. Prepare for a wild ride with this Wild Kratts toddler personalized backpack. Featuring Martin, this Wild Kratts backpack keeps toys, books and
creature powers safe. The front pocket with zipper is easily accessible and ideal for young children on the go! PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit You are ready to ride with this Wild Kratts Aviva &amp; Koalaballoon Pink Toddler BackpackFeaturing Aviva and Koalaballoon, this wrapper personalized
backpack is perfect for all your adventure gear. With its front zipper pockets and adjustable straps, this is a wild accessory to take! Be prepared for any adventure with this Wild Kratts backpack featuring the Kratt Brothers and koala bear. Go wild with Wild Kratts. This fun green young sized personalized
backpack features brothers posing with a koala bear. Get this item personalized with a name of up to 9 characters just above the characters. PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Get Ready for Adventure with this Wild Shakes Creature adventure red toddler backpack.featuring wild This wrapped
backpack is perfect for all your adventure gear. With its front zipper pockets and adjustable straps, this is a wild accessory to take! PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Head off for an exciting day with a personalized Wild Kratts backpack. Protect your books in this children's animal personalized

backpack that features Wild Kratts. Includes zip up pockets and adjustable straps for a comfortable fit. Great safari adventure or just going to school, you can personalize it with up to 9 characters. PBS Kids Shop Visitbuybaby Visit Race off to a new adventure with a personalized Howlin Around Wild
Kratts backpack. Protect your books in this children's animal personalized backpack that offers Wild Kratts and some playful wolf cubs. Includes zip up theiete and adjustable straps for a comfortable fit. Great braving wilds or just going to school, you can personalize it with up to 9 characters. PBS Kids
Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Be ready for adventure with this Wild Shakes backpack featuring Martin Kratt.You will be prepared just like Martin Kratt when you carry your gear around in this creature Power personalized backpack. It offers a similar design to Martin's Creature Power Suit. Get this Wild
Kratts backpack personalized with up to 9 characters. Pair it with Wild Kratts Blue Creature Power Sports Bottle (sold separately). PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Be ready for adventure with this Wild Kratts backpack featuring Chris Kratt.You'll be prepared like Chris Kratt when you carry your gear
around in this Creature Power personalized backpack. It has a similar design to Chris's Creature Power Suit. Get this Wild Kratts backpack personalized with up to 9 characters. Pair it with Wild Kratts Green Creature Power Sports Bottle (sold separately). PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Your Kid is
sure to have sweet dreams in these super soft personalized pyjamas! Featuring sweet laziness along with the phrase Still Hangin'On, these super soft, super comfy pyjamas are just what your Wild Shake fan has to have sweet dreams! Set includes top and bottom. Make them extra special by adding a
name of up to 10 characters! PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Your Kid is sure to have sweet dreams in these super soft personalized pyjamas! Featuring a giant brown bear and a sweet bear cub along with the phrase Don't Wake a Bear, these super soft, super comfy pyjamas are just what your
Wild Shakes fan has to have sweet dreams! Set includes top and bottom. Make them extra special by adding a name of up to 10 characters! PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Your Kid is sure to have sweet dreams in these super soft personalized pyjamas! Featuring the Kratt Brothers along with the
phrase Creature Power!, these super soft, super comfy pyjamas are just Your Wild Kratts fan must have sweet dreams! Set includes top and bottom. Make them extra special by adding a name of up to 10 characters! PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Your Kid is sure to have sweet dreams in these
super soft personalized pyjamas! Featuring the Kratt Brothers along with the phrase Creature Power!, these super soft, super comfy pyjamas are just what your Wild Shake fan has to have sweet dreams! Set includes top and bottom. Make them extra special by adding a name of up to 10 characters! PBS
Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Your Kid is sure to have sweet dreams in these super soft personalized pyjamas! Featuring the Kratt Brothers along with the phrase Creature Power!, these super soft, super comfy pyjamas are just what your Wild Shake fan has to have sweet dreams! Set includes top
and bottom. Make them extra special by adding a name of up to 10 characters! PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Your Kid is sure to have sweet dreams in these super soft personalized pyjamas! Featuring the Kratt Brothers along with the phrase Creature Power!, these super soft, super comfy
pyjamas are just what your Wild Shake fan has to have sweet dreams! Set includes top and bottom. Make them extra special by adding a name of up to 10 characters! Get ready for an adventure with this wild shaken purple creature powercoal toddler Hoodie! Activate your toddler's creature power! Our
Wild Kratts Purple Creature Power Charcoal Toddler Hoodie is a great gift for the little one who loves the popular PBS KIDS show. Designed with purple accents in front, like Aviva's Creature Power Suit, this hoodie is the key to Wild Kratts clothing. Made with a soft cotton/poly blend this Wild Kratts Purple
Creature Power Charcoal Toddler Hoodie is great for keeping warm and saving some animals! Personalize this hoodie when you add your child's name back to purple letters! PBS Kids Shop Visitbuybaby Visit Get Ready for Adventure with This Wild Shake Green Creature Power Charcoal Toddler
Hoodie! Activate your toddler's creature power! Our Wild Shake Green Creature Power Charcoal Toddler Hoodie is a great gift for the little one who loves the popular PBS KIDS show. Designed with green accents in front, like Chris Kratts creature Power Suit, this hoodie is the key to Wild Kratts clothing.
Made with a soft cotton/poly blend this Wild Kratts Green Creature Power Charcoal Toddler Hoodie is great for keeping warm and saving some animals! Personalize this hoodie when you add your child's name back in bright green letters! PBS Kids Shop Visitbuybaby Visit Join the Adventure with This
Wild Kratts Blue Creature Power Charcoal Toddler Hoodie! Activate your toddler's creature power! Our Wild Shake Blue Creature Power Charcoal Toddler Hoodie is a great gift for the little one who loves popular PBS KIDS show. Designed with a blue accent in front, like Martin Kratts creature Power Suit,
this hoodie is the ultimate wild kratts outfit. Made with a soft cotton/poly blend this Wild Shake Blue Creature Power Charcoal Toddler Hoodie is great for keeping warm and saving some animals! Personalize this hoodie when you add your child's name back in bright blue letters! PBS Kids Shop
Visitbuybaby VisitWalmart.com Visit Explore Creature Trail in this Wild Kratts toddler hoodie! Kratt Brothers can't wait to go on another adventure! This personalized toddler hoodie features Chris and Martin jumping into the air next to a wild falcon and lemur, ready to learn and explore as much as
possible. Complete the phrase ___ is ________ with your child's first initials and name the perfect adventuring hoodie! Use your kangaroo power with a custom young hoodie. This purple custom hoodie is great for those who want to take a big leap and activate their kangaroo power. Make it your own by
adding a word up to 9 characters long. PBS Kids Shop VisitbuyBABY Visit Activate your kangaroo power with a custom youth hood. This forest green custom hoodie is great for those who want to take a big leap and use their kangaroo power. Make it your own by adding a word up to 9 characters long.
PBS Kids Shop Visitbuybaby VisitWalmart.com Visit Activate your creature power with a custom young hoodie. This royal blue custom hoodie is great for those who want to take a big leap and use their kangaroo power. Make it your own by adding a word up to 9 characters long. PBS Kids Shop
VisitbuybuyBABY VisitWalmart.com Fly for a day adventure wild kratts custom young sweatshirt. Keep your little cub cozy in this red hooded toddler sweatshirt with Wild Kratts theme. PBS Kids Shop VisitbuybuyBABY Visit Keep your toddler warm in a royal blue Wild Shakes custom hoodie. This custom
hoodie features the Kratt Brothers with walrus friends. Personalize this animal hoodie with up to 9 characters to make it for you. PBS Kids Shop Visitbuybaby VisitWalmart.com Visit Personalize this Wild Shake red hooded sweatshirt with your brand creature power. Help save the planet with this
customized hoodie that shows the Kratt Brothers on the go. Add fun and customize it with any name up to 9 characters. PBS Kids Shop VisitbuybuyBABY VisitWalmart.com Visit Add some wild in your wardrobe with Wild Kratts custom hoodie. This hooded sweatshirt features Wild Kratts hanging out with
some of his friends. Customize it with up to 9 characters for your unique brand creature power. PBS Kids Shop VisitbuybuyBABY VisitWalmart.com Visit Add a touch of charm to her wardrobe with a Wild Shake Koalaballoon t-shirt. This Koalaballoon t-shirt keeps you pretty pink and features one of Wild
Kratts favorite friends. Wild shakes fly to the rescue with dragonfly power in this custom long sleeved tee. Gear up for the great outdoor royal blue tee that features Wild Kratts. Personalize this up to 9 characters to make it your own. Great to have a school or afternoon game. PBS Kids Shop
VisitWalmart.com – Youth Visit Explore the Mysteries of the Deep Sea by the Kratt Brothers! Keep on creature adventuring! Featuring the phrase Deep Sea Adventure, this personalized long sleeve tee is perfect for your little ocean explorer. Martin interacts with the curious creatures in his Yeti creature
Power Suit, while Chris looks on their yellow amphisub. Customize this shirt with your child's name in the perfect deep-sea uniform. Walmart.com – Toddler Visit to activate creature powers in this personalized Wild Shakes long sleeve tee! Each creature adventure begins with excitement, curiosity and
passion for learning! Martin and Chris Kratt activate their creature powers from a fierce jaguar and a powerful polar bear. Featuring the place of your child's name, this personalized black long sleeve tee is a great gift for your little adventure! Walmart.com - Toddler VisitWalmart.com - Youth visit Get ready
for a creature adventure with a custom Wild Shake long sleeve tee. Help save the planet your creature power wild shakes long sleeve tee! This white shirt can be customized with up to 9 characters and has great outdoor fun during the cooler months. PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Get Ready for
Animal Adventures with a custom Wild Shake long sleeve tee. Now you can help save the planet with the creature power of your very own Wild Shakes long sleeve tee! This red shirt can be customized with a name up to 9 characters long and has great outdoor fun during the cooler months. Get your little
one ready for fun in the sun with this personalized Wild Kratts Protective Swim shirt! Gear up for a wild journey; Wild Kratts style! Get this swim for new fans of the popular show, Wild Kratts. Our UV protective swimwear features the Kratt Brothers in their creature power suits, ready for adventure with a
couple of cheetahs and rhinoceros. Give this shirt as a birthday gift to your fan or summer days at the beach or pool! Make this bathing area extra special and personalize it with your child's name, up to 12 characters. PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Now, adults can join in the fun with their
personalized Wild Kratts t-shirt! This custom t-shirt for adults features Wild Kratts and their cartoon character friends front and center. Personalize it with your name on your back and come to the creature rescue. PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Get Adventuring in this Wild Shakes pink fitted tee!
Kratt Brothers is hot on the heels of a new creature adventure! Featuring the phrase Activate Creature Powers! this personalized fitted tee is perfect for curious kids everywhere. Jumping with energy and excitement, Martin activates his creature powers in a neat jaguar, while Chris activates his from a
powerful polar bear. Customize this shirt with your child's name! Walmart.com - Toddler VisitWalmart.com - Young people visit Leap on their next adventure in this Wild Kratts aqua fitted tee! Every day a new adventure with the Kratt Brothers! Martin and Chris leap into the air on this personalized fitted tee,
featuring a flying falcon and a long limbed lemur. Fill in the phrase ___ is ________ with your child's first initials and name! Explore the creature trail in this wild shaken navy tee! Kratt Brothers can't wait to go on another adventure! This personalized shirt features Chris and Martin jumping in the air next to
a wild falcon and lemur, ready to learn and explore as much as possible. Complete the phrase ___ is ________ with your child's first original and titled perfect adventuring shirt! Walmart.com – Toddler VisitWalmart.com – Youth Visit Show off your creatures' power with a Wild Shake Koalaballoon t-shirt.
Kratt Brothers protect one of their favorite friends in the Australian outback. You can customize this natural animal t-shirt with up to 9 characters to make it your own. PBS Kids Shop VisitTV's Toy Box Visit Collect more creature power with personalized Wild Shakes lion t-shirt. This personalized children's
t-shirt is the subject of Lion Power. Great racing through the wild or just the backyard. Go on wild adventures in this personalized Wild Kratts aqua fitted tee! These baby animals adore the Kratt Brothers! Chris and Martin are surrounded by friendly baby animals on this bright aqua tee, including rhinoceros,
elephant, monkey and zebra. Customize this design with your baby's name in an adorable shirt they'll love to wear! Explore deep-sea secrets with the Kratt Brothers! Keep on creature adventuring! This personalized T-shirt is perfect for your little ocean researcher, which is described by the phrase Deep
Sea Adventure. Martin interacts with the curious creatures in his Yeti creature Power Suit, while Chris looks on the team's yellow amphisub. Customize this tee with your child's name into a perfect deep-sea uniform. Walmart.com - Toddler VisitWalmart.com - Youth visit Have Wild Kratts adventure in this
personalized red t-shirt. Increase your creature power and join Martin Kratt as he flies through the air in a huge wasp. Add a personalized name to this natural animal t-shirt for kids. PBS Kids Shop VisitTV's Toy Box Visit Get Ready for Animal Adventures with a new Wild Kratts t-shirt. Help save the planet
with the creature power in your wild shake t-shirt! This white t-shirt can be customized with up to 9 characters. PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Get Ready to Go Wild Over This Green Kratts t-shirt. Activate creature power! This wild green shirt features Chris and Grabsy poised for action. Get the
bottom of this Wild Kratts shirt personalized with a name of up to 9 characters. PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Rev to explore the wild outdoors with a personalized Kratt Brothers cheetah cub t-shirt. This personalized t-shirt features Martin Kratt from Wild Kratts along with 2 rambunctious cheetah
cubs. Ideal for a child built for fast use. You can customize with a name of up to 9 characters. Activate creature powers in this personalized Wild Shake T-shirt! Each creature adventure begins with excitement, curiosity and passion for learning! Martin and Chris Kratt activate their creature powers from a
fierce jaguar and a powerful polar bear. Featuring the place of your child's name, this personalized fleet tee is a great gift for your little adventure! Walmart.com – Toddler VisitWalmart.com – Youth Visit Show off your creature power skills in this personalized Wild Shakes Navy Sky Diving t-shirt. Join the
Kratt Brothers as they head to the sky for this personalized navy t-shirt. Make it a personal adventure by customizing a shirt with a title of up to 9 characters. Now adults can join in the fun with their personalized Wild Shake Creature Power Suit T-shirt! Show your child that you can be Wild Kratt too with
your creature power suit adult size t-shirt. You can even personalize it with your name or nickname on your back! PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Now, adults can join in the fun with their personalized Wild Shake Creature Power Suit T-Shirt! Show your child that you can be Wild Kratt too with your
creature power suit adult size t-shirt. You can even personalize it with your name or nickname on your back! PBS Kids Shop VisitTV's Toy Box VisitWalmart.com Visit Now, Adults Can Join In Fun With Your Personalized Wild Shake Creature Power Suit T-Shirt! Show your child that you can be Wild Kratt
too with your creature power suit adult size t-shirt. You can even personalize it with your name or nickname on your back! PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Now, adults can join in the fun with their personalized Wild Shake Creature Power Suit T-Shirt! Show your child that you can be Wild Kratt too
with your creature power suit adult size t-shirt. You can even personalize it with your name or nickname on your back! PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Embrace your creature power with a personalized Wild Kratts t-shirt. Join the fun and strap on your Wild Kratts power suit as the big adventures
await! This hot pink t-shirt celebrates the power of the butterfly. Celebrate your creature power with a personalized Wild Kratts t-shirt. Great adventures waiting to join in the fun and strap on your Wild Kratts power suit! This purple t-shirt celebrates the strength and can be customized with a word up to 9
characters. PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com – Toddler VisitWalmart.com – Youth Visit Come to Creature Rescue in this personalized kids Wild Shake t-shirt. Great school or play, this forest green Wild Shake t-shirt is machine washable and can be personalized. Wear it with your name front and center
and really stand out from the crowd. PBS Kids Shop Visitbuybaby VisitWalmart.com – Toddler Visit Come to Creature Rescue in this personalized kids Wild Shake t-shirt. Great school or play, this royal blue Wild Shake t-shirt is machine washable and can be personalized. Wear it with your name front and
center and really stand out from the crowd. This Wild Kratts Falcon Power Suit 3D Hoodie is sure to make your little one attempt to fly at 200 MPH! After all, the Falcons are the world's fastest bird! Topped with wings along with falcon beak, your wild can enjoy being a falcon as well as staying warm and
comfortable. This piece makes for a perfect school day outfit that is just as wearable on the playground. Get ready for some fun adventures with the Wild Kratts Collection! Kids will love dressing up because these wild creatures are inspired by the hit baby show! 3D hoodies with coordinating leggings and
jogger pants will keep kids feeling warm and comfy throughout the day. Made from 100% cotton. The size range is 2T to 7. The new Wild Kratts Collection with Doodle Pants features adorable falcon joggers in sizes 3M to 6T. Kids will love dressing up because these wild creatures are inspired by the hit
baby show! This piece makes for a perfect school day outfit that is just as wearable on the playground. Get ready for some fun adventures with the Wild Kratts Collection! Check out the matching 3D hoodie to keep kids feeling warm and comfy throughout the day. Made from 100% cotton. Relaxed fit
pants. Size ranges from 2T-6T (dimensions run larger). The new Wild Kratts Collection with Doodle Pants features adorable falcon leggings sizes 3M to 4T. Kids will love dressing up because these wild creatures are inspired by the hit baby show! This piece makes for a perfect school day outfit that is just
as wearable on the playground. Get ready for some fun adventures with the Wild Kratts Collection! Check out the matching 3D hoodie to keep kids feeling warm and comfy throughout the day. This Wild Shake Cheetah Power Suit 3D Hoodie is sure to make your little one run faster then ever! After all,
cheetahs are the world's fastest land mammals! Adorned with cheetah ears along with cheetah eye, your wild can enjoy it cheetah as well as staying warm and comfortable. This piece makes for a perfect school day outfit that is just as wearable on the playground. Get ready for some fun adventures with
the Wild Kratts Collection! Kids will love dressing up because these wild creatures are inspired baby show! 3D hoodies with with leggings and jogger pants will keep children feeling warm and comfy throughout the day. Made from 100% cotton. The size range is 2T to 7. The new Wild Kratts Collection with
Doodle Pants features adorable cheetah joggers in sizes 3M-6T. Kids will love dressing up because these wild creatures are inspired by the hit baby show! This piece makes for a perfect school day outfit that is just as wearable on the playground. Get ready for some fun adventures with the Wild Kratts
Collection! Check out the matching 3D hoodie to keep kids feeling warm and comfy throughout the day. Made from 100% cotton. Relaxed fit pants. Size ranges from 2T-6T (dimensions run larger). The new Wild Kratts Collection with Doodle Pants features adorable cheetah leggings in sizes of 3M-4T.
Kids will love dressing up because these wild creatures are inspired by the hit baby show! This piece makes for a perfect school day outfit that is just as wearable on the playground. Get ready for some fun adventures with the Wild Kratts Collection! Check out the matching 3D hoodie to keep kids feeling
warm and comfy throughout the day. Our classic memory matching game will challenge children and parents to find the appropriate pairings of cards. You can play by matching like colors, matching animal-to-animals and power suits-to-power suits or matching animal-to-power suits! Players get points to
find matching pairs of Kratt Brothers and their animal friends - add their matching pairs to find the winner! Wild Kratts Make-A-Match Memory Game is kratt-tastic fun for 2-4 players, aged 5 and up! Chris and Martin think cheetahs can travel faster than any other creature. Aviva and archenemy Zach
Varmitech compete to create ground racing that can run even faster than a cheetah. All that speed makes the Kratt Brothers want to fly with the world's fastest animal, the Peregrine falcon, which can hit a top speed of 240 mph! Join Martin Kratt and Chris Kratt as they embark on four snowy winter
adventures! When Chris loses his creature souvenir collection in the Arctic, will he be able to get his creature treasures back before the evil Zach Varmitech finds them? Then, Chris and Martin continue to face Zach Varmitech when he threatens to use the all-walrus herd to mine precious pearls in donita
donata fashion line! When Martin Kratt and Chris Kratt find themselves in jam, they turn to wild reptiles to help them save the day! Reptiles have some amazing adaptations and awesome creature features. Nothing is better than natural habitat exploration with wild shakes and learning about the incredible
creature powers of the animals they meet! Shop PBS VisitAmazon VisitBarnes &amp;amp; Noble VisitBest Buy VisitWalmart Visit Explore nature, discover amazing animals, and meet wild life children with Wild Join Martin Kratt and Chris Kratt as they learn about the unique way young animals are bred
and protected by their parents. Parents. Choose adventures on this DVD, the crew helps the adorable (and remarkably destructive) baby elephant stay out of trouble, wrangles some playful lion cubs, and more! It's an adventure at its most adorable! Shop PBS VisitAmazon Visit Join Martin Kratt and Chris
Kratt as they meet amazing animals from all over the world. With wild creatures and dastardly villains, Wild Kratts make exercises about animals and nature a fun filled adventure! Forgot by the sea to embark on a mission with the Wild Kratts team to decipher the secret language of dolphins, one of the
smartest creatures on Earth. Includes stories of speaking dolphin and Blowfish Blowout.Predator Power Join the Kratt Brothers as they witness the rare sight of the birth of children of great white sharks! Includes stories stuck on sharks, milings, Little Howler, and Raptor Roundup.Rainforest Rescue Track
some obscure rainforest creatures and discover complex relationships found in this tropical habitat. Includes stories of Rainforest Stew and Shadow: Black Jaguar. Shop PBS VisitAmazon VisitBarnes &amp;amp; Noble VisitBest Buy VisitWalmart Visit Join the adventures of Martin and Chris as they meet
with cool creatures from around the world – and witness many never before seen wild moments. Includes Episodes: Termites vs Tongues and Bugs or Monkeys? Termite vs Tongues When Aviva and Trees accidentally miniaturize themselves and get carried away by the termites, Martin and Chris are
divided to search for them. Bugs or Monkeys? Miniaturized Martin wants to look at the insects rainforest, but Chris wants to explore the world of spider monkey. Chris wins when he puts mini Martin in his pack back and heads off through the treetops. Shop PBS VisitAmazon VisitBarnes &amp;amp; Noble
VisitWalmart Visit It's Time to Swim with Wild Kratts! Join Chris Kratt and Martin Kratt as they take Jimmy with their personal swimming tutor – a sea otter named Coach! Then catch Chris and Martin in other exciting adventures where they embark on a pirate adventure in the Indian Ocean, search the
ocean to find Jimmy's lost keys, and try to find their way back together after getting separated into the ocean! Shop PBS VisitAmazon VisitBarnes &amp;amp; Noble VisitBest Buy Visit Creature teachers Chris and Martin Kratt will take families along with extraordinary animal powered adventures. The
show transforms the Kratt Brothers into animated versions of themselves, allowing real-life zoologists to visit wild animals in their little-seen habitat and showcase key scientific concepts. Episodes include: Rainforest Stew, and Shadow: Black Jaguar.Rainforest Stew When Chris and Martin go in search of
an obscure rainforest creature to add to their Life Lists, Wild Kratts are getting embroiled in complex relationships in the tropical rainforest. Shadow: Black Jaguar Martin and Chris are trying to decide on their next wild cat when they learn that Zach Varmitech has decided to catnap the Black Jaguar to use
as a symbol of their new spybots. Amazon VisitBarnes &amp;amp; Noble VisitBest Buy VisitWalmart Visit Learn about some of the world's predators and the powers they have with the Kratt Brothers! Creature teachers Chris and Martin Kratt will take 6- to 8 year olds and their families along with
extraordinary animal powered adventures. The show transforms the Kratt Brothers into animated versions of themselves, allowing real-life zoologists to visit wild animals in their little-seen habitat and showcase key scientific concepts. Episodes include: stuck on sharks; Mimics; Little Howler; and Raptor
Roundup.Stuck on Sharks Martin and Chris are on a mission to see something that no one has ever seen before - the birth of a baby great white shark. They use remora rocketsub to stick with a female shark and learn the secrets of shark life and birth. Mimics While exploring why some animals mimic
another look, Martin and Chris come across a cheetah kid and its mom. But before they know the evil fashion designer, Donita Donata, catnips mom right in front of their eyes. The Wild Kratts team go into action to rescue the cheetah before Donita adds to her new Fall line-up. Little Howler Chris and
Martin are unpacking their bags from adventure and are surprised to pull out Wolf's puppy. They have no idea where it came from and have to trace their steps to return him to his package. Raptor roundup Martin and Chris are on a mission to look at hawks, eagles, owls, falcons and vultures. But evil chef
Gourmand has his own plan for the raptors and is capturing them on his quest to find the tastiest raptor wing. The Wild Kratts team is saving the Raptors before they become Gourmand's next gourmet delicacy. Shop PBS VisitAmazon VisitBarnes &amp;amp; Noble VisitWalmart Visit Join Martin Kratt and
Chris Kratt as they learn about some of the amazing creature features giant pandas, red pandas, and other incredible animals! In four action-packed adventures, brothers rescue giant pandas from the evil Zach Varmitech, find an adorable little lost red panda and help reunite him with his mother, save the
animals captured in China from the villain Donita Donata, and more! Shop PBS VisitAmazon VisitBarnes &amp;amp; Noble VisitBest Buy VisitWalmart Visit Take your creature adventuring to the oceans with the Kratt Brothers! Creature teachers Chris and Martin Kratt will take the family along with
extraordinary animal powered adventures. The show transforms the Kratt Brothers into animated versions of themselves, allowing real-life zoologists to visit wild animals in their little-seen habitat and showcase key scientific concepts. Episodes include: Talking Dolphin, and Blowfish Blowout.Speaking
Dolphins Wild Kratts are on a mission to decipher the secret language of the smartest creatures on Earth - Dolphins! Blowfish Blowfish Blowfish When the miniaturized Kratt Brothers get swept up and lost in the current of plankton, they become part of a crowd of fish larvae all headed for the most
populous and diverse habitat on Earth – the coral reef. Shop PBS VisitAmazon VisitBarnes &amp;amp; Noble VisitBest Buy VisitWalmart Visit Join the Kratt Brothers on these wildly funny adventures that feature how animals use science in their natural life, from basilisk lizard walking to water orangutan
making grass from leaves. Episodes include: Walk on the Wetside, Huge Orange Problem, Bird Feather, and Googly-Eye: The Night Guru.Walk on wetside When Martin and Chris look and find amazing water walking Basilisk lizard in Costa Rica, they try to repeat their actions to learn how this rare lizard
is able to walk through the water. A huge Orange problem, though Chris and Martin are off looking for an endangered orangutan in the deep forests of Borneo, back tortuga HQ, Aviva, Trees and Jimmy coming down with itchy rashes. The only problem is that they don't have a first aid kit, but the Kratt
Brothers learn that using orangutan ingenuity, they can quickly cure team itch. Birds feather Martin, Chris and the crew in New Guinea to find out why Male Birds in Paradise has the best dance moves in the woods. Googly-Eye: Night Guru When Martin and Chris glimpse a mysterious night creature living
in an Indonesian forest, they secretly borrow Aviva party-ready night vision goggles to go look for it. Shop PBS VisitAmazon VisitBest Buy Visit Wild Kratts not sure what to do for Halloween. Should they go trick-or-treating, or just enjoy a Halloween party? The Kratt Brothers decide that the best thing to do
is discover some new creepy cool creatures. But when they went to find these new animal friends, Martin and Chris discover that Zach and the other villains have come up with a plan to ruin Halloween. Shop PBS VisitAmazon VisitBarnes &amp;amp; Noble VisitBest Buy VisitWalmart Visit Wild Shake
Creature Adventures is a 2-disc special with creature adventures from around the world! Episodes include: Mom croc, Whale Squid, Aardvark Town, Flight from Draco, Mystery of Squirmy Wormy, Platypus Cafe, Build it Beaver, Voyage from Butterflier XT, Honey Seekers, and Bass Class. And Martin and
Chris cross the desert on a mission to see the Red Kangaroos. They soon discover that the roos will never back down from a kick-boxing fight! With wild creatures and fun characters, Wild Kratts make learning about nature an educational adventure! Shop PBS VisitAmazon VisitBarnes &amp;
VisitWalmart Visit Wild Kratts team learns all the differences about predators and prey relationships, the differences between predators and herbivores, and how animals adapt to their environments in two exciting adventures in African Savannah! After getting caught between a crusty rhinoceros and an
outraged elephant, Martin and Chris have a contest to determine what is stronger – an elephant or rhino powers! Shop PBS VisitAmazon VisitBarnes &amp;amp; Noble VisitWalmart Visit It's Christmas Time and Wild Kratts are taking a break to celebrate. They start opening their gifts when the Wild Shake
alarm sounds. Villains, Zach Varmitech, Gaston Gourmand, and Donita Donata are kidnapping all the baby animals to turn them into Christmas decorations! Christmas will have to wait as Wild Shakes spring into action to save your friends and get them home for Christmas. Shop PBS VisitAmazon
VisitBarnes &amp;amp; Noble VisitBest Buy VisitWalmart Visit Wild Shakes learns great white sharks, while, Chef Gourmand is looking for ingredients for shark fin soup. Later, when Martin blows a creature of Power Suits into a deep Arctic trench, the brothers look for them in a brand new Octopod
submarine. Then Aviva takes the lead when she wants to improve Tortuga with swimming opportunities. Finally, the team is on a mission to decipher the secret language of the dolphin using a new invention. Shop PBS VisitAmazon VisitBarnes &amp;amp; Noble Visit This well-known board game brings
Wild Shakes characters to life. Players pop dome roll die, then move their playing pieces around the board. When they land on another player's piece that the player is in trouble, they have to move their playing piece back to Start. The first player to get all four pieces of games from start to home wins the
game. The easy press dice dome keeps everything in place. Amazon VisitWalmart.com Visit Players to join the Kratt Brothers and the rest of the Wild Kratts team for animal adventures with this second edition of Wild Shakes Race Around The World Board Game! Racing around the world collecting
creature Power Suits, learning about amazing animals in different habitats, and unlocking secret passages along the way to bypass your opponents. This game is sure to be a family favorite. Activate creature powers! Amazon VisitWalmart.com VisitTarget.com Visit Activate Climbing Powers! Collect all
wild root 4 pack action picture sets and you can act out your favorite adventures! Each 4-pack figure, which includes a creature power kratt brother action figure, three power animal figures and four collectable creature power disks! Also, these Wild Kratts action figures are sculpted to look exactly like the
Kratt Brothers and their creature pals. Amazon VisitWalmart.com Visit Activate Flying Powers! Collect all the wild saxonuts in 4 pack action indicator sets and you can Adventures! Each 4-pack figure, which includes a creature power kratt brother action figure, three power animal figures and four
collectable creature power disks! Also, these Wild Kratts action figures are sculpted to look exactly like the Kratt Brothers and their creature pals. Amazon VisitWalmart.com Visit Activate Running Powers! Collect all wild root 4 pack action picture sets and you can act out your favorite adventures! Each 4pack figure, which includes a creature power kratt brother action figure, three power animal figures and four collectable creature power disks! Also, these Wild Kratts action figures are sculpted to look exactly like the Kratt Brothers and their creature pals. Amazon VisitWalmart.com Visit Activate Swimming
Powers! Collect all wild root 4 pack action picture sets and you can act out your favorite adventures! Each 4-pack figure, which includes a creature power kratt brother action figure, three power animal figures and four collectable creature power disks! Also, these Wild Kratts action figures are sculpted to
look exactly like the Kratt Brothers and their creature pals. Amazon VisitWalmart.com Visit almost 2 foot long Wild Kratts Tortuga Playset is absolutely gigantic and comes with 10 fun features! Now you can re-introduce some of the most memorable Tortuga moments from the top-rated PBS show Wild
Kratts. First, open the launch pad or retractable roof. Then, slide your figures down the fire column, or even open Tortuga's mouth to reveal the steering station! With 10 fun features this oversized, two-sided Wild Shake Tortuga playset will lead the way to countless hours of adventurous fun! The Wild
Kratts Collector Figure Set includes 10 Kratt Brothers performance figures, 6 animal figurines, and 6 collectible Creature Power discs. The performance figures are 3 long and sculpted to look exactly like Chris and Martin Kratt and their respective creature pals! Act out your favorite adventures of Chris and
Martin Kratt by collecting this awesome Wild Kratts 22-Piece Collector Set! Amazon VisitWalmart.com Visit Activate Creature Powers and Act on your favorite Kratt Brother adventures by collecting this awesome Wild Shake Creature Power Disc Set! Includes 9 disk storage holder with 20 collectible Chris
Kratt Creature Power activation disks. The Drive Owner Set includes a variety of animals that run, jump, crawl, fly, climb or defend! What force of creatures do you activate? Amazon VisitWalmart.com Visit Activate Creature Powers and Act on your favorite Kratt Brother adventures by collecting this
awesome Wild Shake Creature Power Disc Set! Includes 9 disk storage holder with 20 collectible Martin Kratt Creature Power activation disks. The Drive Owner Set includes a variety of animals that run, jump, crawl, fly, climb or defend! What strength of creatures do you With wild shake adventure set you
can be just like Brothers! Now you can create your own creature adventures with all the same tools directly from the beloved PBS Kids show, Wild Kratts! Use reliable night vision goggles to explore these nocturnal creatures! Also included is a creaturepod and an adventure bag so you can take all your
tools wherever you go! Plus, with bonus power drives and a nifty power drive holder, you now have a great place to store your power drives! Includes 8 pieces. Amazon VisitPBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Act some of your favorite Wild Shakes Adventures with wild kratts 10-Pack Action Image Gift
Set. This set includes the most popular characters directly from the hit PBS show. Makes a great gift for a devoted Wild Kratts fan. Adventures are endless! Amazon VisitWalmart.com Visit This personalized party banner showing that it's time to celebrate Wild Kratts style. Deck out your den with this
personalized Wild Kratts birthday party banner. Customize it with a name to celebrate with Chris, Martin and all your friends. Celebrate your birthday with a customized Wild Kratts banner. Kratt Brothers can help you create an exciting birthday party with a personalized banner. Whether guests will
celebrate inside or brave out for fun and games, a custom made banner will let guests know they're on a wild day. Your creature friends will know what day it is with the Wild Kratts birthday banner. It's your party, so wild if you want. Greet your party animal friends with Wild Kratts. Show them whose big
day it is by adding your name to this personalized banner. PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com VisitFingerhut.com VisitGettington Visit Personalized Wild Shake placemats will gear your guests with an exciting treat. Welcome guests to a birthday party with the Wild Shakes crew. Durable placemats feature
heavy, laminated paper and the entire Wild Kratts team. Turn the placemat over for a fun action side featuring tic tac toe, space toy, and line drawing dot game! Use washable markers to draw and delete again and again. Personalize this placemat to make it your own. Dig for adventure with a
personalized Wild Kratts birthday placemat. Featuring Chris, Martin and a slew of animals, personalized Wild Shakes birthday placemats are the perfect way to feast during the big day. Turn the placemat over for a fun action side featuring tic tac toe, space toy, and line drawing dot game! Use washable
markers to draw and delete again and again. Let your friends know which birthday it is with this Wild Shake garden flag. I wish your party animal a happy birthday with this Wild Kratts birthday garden flag. Featuring the awesome Kratt Brothers, you can personalize it with age and up to 10 characters. This
garden flag is also coordinated with our 6-foot Wild Kratts banner and t-shirt (to be purchased separately). Specify the path to the party party This Wild Kratts customized birthday garden flag. Wild Kratts yard sign tells your guests they are in the right place for a party. Personalize it for the big day by
adding a child's name and celebrate with Chris, Martin and the rest of the Wild Kratts pack. It's time for a party animal style with this Wild Shake green t-shirt. Make it a special day for your party animal with this Wild Kratts Birthday Tee. Get this Wild Kratts T-shirt personalized with the name to help the
birthday boy or girl stand out from the crowd. Make this birthday extra wild and fun with a personalized Wild Kratts tee! Kratt Brothers are ready for a wild birthday party! Featuring Chris and Martin in their creature Power Suits next to the Florida panther and her kid, this personalized pink tee is the perfect
birthday shirt for your little explorer. Add the child's name and age gift they'd love to wear! PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com - Youth Visit Say happy birthday with custom kids t-shirt from Wild Kratts.This cartoon character white t-shirt for kids features Wild Saksts and animals from memorable Wild Shakes
episodes. Add up to 9 characters to your personal stamp on it. PBS Kids Shop VisitTV's Toy Box Visit Party with Wild Kratts in this aqua fitted tee! Celebrate a special party animal with this Wild Kratts t-shirt! Featuring Martin and Chris Kratt with some of their animal friends, this tee is perfect for your little
party animal. Add the name of your little one at the bottom of this personalized t-shirt for a special surprise! PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com - Toddler Visit Celebrate your adventure with Wild Kratts adventure theme. Celebrate a special occasion or birthday with our personalized stickers and treat bag set
(candies and goodies not included). You will get 24 stickers, cello bags and ties. The set is perfect for birthday parties, holiday parties like Halloween or Christmas or class parties. What if you could experience life as Chris, Martin and Aviva from the top-rated PBS show Wild Kratts? Now you can with Wild
Shake Creature Power Suit! Put on your creature Power Vest and gloves and you will be ready for your own creature adventure. Each Wild Kratts Creature Power suit also has two power drives and a power drive holder. Just place the creature in the center of the power drive and... Activate! Adjustable
edges allow sizes of different ages and no time to turn on or off. Martin Kratt (Blue): Size 6-8x What if you could experience life as Chris, Martin and Aviva from the top-rated PBS show Wild Shakes? Now you can with Wild Shake Creature Power Suit! Put on your creature Power Vest and gloves and you
will be ready for your own creature adventure. Each Wild Kratts Creature Power suit also has two power drives and a power drive holder. Simply place the creature power drive in the center And... Activate! Adjustable edges allow sizes of different ages and no time to turn on or off. Chris Kratt (Green):
Size 6-8x Wild Kratts socks will keep the toes toasty warm all winter long. These fun and colorful Wild Kratts personalized socks are a great gift idea this holiday season. Wild Kratts will keep you for the entire winter with this stylish headband. Warm and cozy, this personalized winter headband stars the
Kratt Brothers and some of their amazing animal friends! Our design features an adventurous duo on with their friends. The design wraps around the back. Personalize this unique headband with a name up to 9 characters on the front. PBS Kids Shop VisitWalmart.com Visit Have a Creature power packed
dinner with Wild Shakes placemats. The meal time just got wilder. Featuring Martin and Chris in their cheetah and rhino creature Power suits, you can add an adventurous meal of time by adding your name to these personalized placemats. Turn the placemat over for a fun action side featuring tic tac toe,
space toy, and line drawing dot game! Use washable markers to draw and delete again and again. Go wild with this Wild Shakes pencil case featuring the Kratt Brothers and monkey friend. Looking for a fun place to store pencils or other art supplies? This Wild Kratts pencil case is ideal for keeping
crayons, markers, and of course pencils in a safe (but wild) place. The case features Chris and Martin in their creature Power Suits with a monkey friend. Get back into the case personalized by adding a name of up to 9 characters below the phrase monkey around. Go wild with this Wild Kratts pencil case
featuring the Kratt Brothers and lizard friend. Looking for a cool place to store pencils or other art supplies? This Wild Kratts pencil case is ideal for keeping crayons, markers, and of course pencils in a safe (but wild) place. On the front of the case is the Kratt Brothers on the ground, looking at a lizard
friend. There's room for a name up to 9 characters on the back of the case. Go wild with this Wild Kratts pencil case. Looking for a fun place to store pencils or other art supplies? This Wild Shakes pencil case is ideal for maintaining the safety of chalks, markers and, of course, pencils. It features the
show's main characters in their cheetah and Rhino Creature Power Suits. Get personalized on the back of this pencil application by adding up to 9 characters of the word. Keep school supplies in this Wild Kratts pencil case featuring Chris Kratt.Now you can draw with Creature Power. This Creature Power
pencil case features a design similar to Chris Kratt's Creature Power Suit front. There's room behind the case to add a personalized name of up to 9 characters. Pair this pencil case with our Wild Kratts Green Creature Power Backpack separately). Store school supplies in the Wild Shaket Kratts case
featuring Martin Kratt.Now you can draw with Creature Power. This Creature Power pencil case features a design similar to Martin Kratt's Creature Power Suit front. There's room behind the case to add a personalized name of up to 9 characters. Pair this pencil case with our Wild Shake Blue Creature
Power Backpack (sold separately). Make a lunch adventure with your personalized Wild Kratts lunch bag. Load up your favorite sandwich and snack in this personalized Wild Kratts lunch bag. This durable insulated lunch bag offers a large single compartment and can be personalized with a name of up to
9 characters. Lunch is more fun with your personalized Wild Kratts lunch bag. Whatever your little creature eats, they can store it in this personalized Wild Kratts lunch bag. This durable insulated lunch bag offers a large single compartment and can be personalized with a name of up to 9 characters. PBS
Kids Shop VisitbuybuyBABY.com Visit Let your baby look like an animal expert with this Wild Shakes lunch bag featuring Martin Kratt.The Wild Kratts are always saving animals with Creature Power. This Creature Power lunch bag features a similar design to Martin's Creature Power Suit. Get this Wild
Kratts lunch bag personalized with up to 9 characters. This lunch bag matches our Wild Shake Blue Creature Power Backpack and Wild Shakes Blue Creature Power Pencil Case (all to be purchased separately). Let your child look like an animal expert with this Wild Kratts lunch bag featuring Chris
Kratt.The Wild Shakes always rescue animals with Creature Power. This Creature Power lunch bag features a similar design to Chris's Creature Power Suit. Get this Wild Kratts lunch bag personalized with up to 9 characters. This lunch bag matches our Wild Shake Green Creature Power Backpack and
Wild Shake Green Creature Power Pencil Case (all to be purchased separately). Show off the team in this exclusive design. Our Hero's Journey Wild One personalized tote is an exclusive design created by Chris and Martin and the team. Take it to the beach, wear books or use it as a night bag. Created
in Alaska: Hero's Journey special. Head out for an exciting day with a Koalaballoon Wild Kratts tote bag. This custom tote bag for children features Koalaballoon, the Kratt Brothers special friend. Personalize it with up to 9 characters to make it your own. Boo! Head out for a fun night trick or treating with a
Wild Kratts Halloween tote bag! Our bag features some of the Kratt Brothers favorite animals, along with Chris and Martin themselves! This tote is the perfect size for all the yummy candy you'll get this Halloween, and it makes a great travel bag! Add some rhino power to your room with personalized Wild
Kratts wall art. Chris Kratt has his activated Rhino creature Power with my special friend Nubs. Join them as they use their Right to save the black rhinoceros. This wild shake wall of art for children can be customized with the word. Customize your room with rhinoceros with personalized Wild Shake wall
art. Add rhino adventure to your room as Chris Kratt and his special friend Nubs use their creature power to save the black rhino. This wild shake wall of art for children can be customized with the word. Power up your bedroom with Wild Shake wall art for kids. Decorate your room with cheetah power!
Martinsssst and his special friend show everyone that nothing is faster than a cheetah. Add a word, and this customizable wall art is unique to yours. Customize your bedroom with Wild Shake wall art for children. Add cheetah power to your room! Martinsssst and his special friend show everyone that

nothing is faster than a cheetah. Add a word, and this customizable wall art is unique to yours. Add a little creature power to your room with Wild Kratts customized wall art. Featuring Chris and Martin in their creature Power Suits, this Wild Shake wall art is bound to inspire a new adventure. You can
personalize with a phrase up to 18 characters long. Add a little creature power to your room with Wild Kratts customized wall art. Featuring Chris and Martin in their creature power suits, this Wild Shake wall art is bound to inspire a new adventure. You can personalize with a phrase up to 18 characters
long. Personalize your den with custom Wild Kratts wall art. Spend a lazy afternoon with Chris, Martin and their lion pals. To really give your room a touch of the wild, be sure to customize this wall of art with a phrase of up to 18 characters. PBS Kids Shop VisitFingerhut.com Visit Personalize your den with
custom Wild Kratts wall art. Spend a lazy afternoon with Chris, Martin and their lion pals. To really give your room a touch of the wild, be sure to customize this wall art with your name. Show off your Wild Kratts style with a custom printed throw. Great for wild Kratt fans, this creature's power throw will keep
its feet toasty on cool nights. Featuring the Kratt Brothers along with your cheetah and rhino friends, be sure to personalize this unique throw with a name. Dream wild things with themed pillowcase Wild Shake from PBS KIDS. This pillow thing with Wild Kratts Chris and Martin is perfect for bedtime or just
a lion around. Custom Wild Kratts pillowcase makes bedtime fun. Dream of a new adventure with this creature power pillowcase. Featuring Wild Kratts in their creature Power Suits, you're on a nightly adventure. PBS Kids Shop VisitbuybuyBABY.com Visit Fall Asleep and Dream of Wild Shakes
Adventures on this personalized pillowcase! Racing off to their next adventure, Aviva and the Kratt Brothers are joined by a lion, a draco lizard and a red kangaroo! This personalized pillowcase background a lush, green background can be customized with your child's name. Activate shark power! Join the
Kratt Brothers as they activate their shark power on their latest deep-sea adventure. This water bottle features a twist-off and pop-up lid and can be personalized with any name so you always know it's yours! PBS Kids Shop VisitTv's Toy Box Visit personalized Wild Kratts sports bottle is great for hot
habitats. This custom sports bottle features Kratt Brothers Chris and Martin with his lizard friend. Take this with you on your next adventure! The attached carbine allows this sports bottle to easily attach to a belt or backpack. Refill with a drink from the creature Power Sports Bottle featuring Chris
Kratt.Hydrate Wild Kratts style. This fun sports bottle features Chris and a cheetah ready for action. Get this item that contains your favorite Wild Shake characters personalized by adding a name of up to 9 characters. Refill with a drink from the creature Power Sports Bottle featuring Martin Kratt.Hydrate
Wild Kratts style. This fun sports bottle features Martin and a cheetah ready for action. Get this item that contains your favorite Wild Shake characters that are personalized by adding a name of up to 9 characters. Make Christmas morning exciting with a personalized Wild Shake Christmas herd. Stock up
on adventure this Christmas. Featuring Wild Kratts with some rambunctious wolf cubs, this baby Christmas stocking can be personalized with up to 9 characters. PBS Kids Shop VisitFingerhut.com Visit Is an animal adventure this holiday season with wild shakes holiday stocking. Go wild this holiday
season with Wild Kratts. This holiday stocking features Chris and Martin Kratt with a draco lizard in front and a cheetah on his back. You can be at the top of the herd personalized with up to 9 characters. PBS Kids Shop VisitFingerhut.com Add this Wild Shake Underwater Adventure Ornament to your
seasonal decorations. Join the Kratt Brothers on your mission to discover the secret life of the mysterious Great White Shark with a unique animal Christmas ornament. ON PBS Kids Shop VisitFingerhut.com Visit You will find a cuddly friend on this Wild Shaket ornament. This pink and purple ornament
features KoalaBalloon - a friend of the Kratt Brothers. Cuddly and cute koala bear is smiling away against a pink striped background. Get this ornament personalized with the name and year of your Wild Kratts fan! PBS Kids Shop VisitFingerhut.com Visit Go Wild this holiday season with this Wild Shaket
ornament. Are you ready to activate Creature Power for the holidays? This Wild Kratts ornament is uniquely shaped and colored as Chris's power suit. Make this fun décor even more unique when you get it personalized! PBS Kids Shop VisitFingerhut.com Visit Go wild this holiday season with this Wild
Shake holiday ornament. Are you ready to activate Creature Power? This Wild Kratts is unique and colorful to resemble Martin's power suit. Make this fun piece of décor even more unique if you get it personalized with up to 9 characters. PBS Kids Shop VisitFingerhut.com Visit A personalized title
ornament makes for a fun Wild Kratts Christmas.Celebrate Christmas and vacation alongside Wild Kratts with this personalized ornament. It features Wild Kratts and their fun lizard friend. Add the child's name to make it a special extra keep-back. Decorate your home with this Wild Shake Lizard Friend
Ornament.Celebrate Christmas alongside Wild Shakes with this holiday ornament. It features Wild Kratts and their fun lizard friend. PBS Kids Shop VisitFingerhut.com Visit Ready for a Wild Summer with a custom Wild Kratts beach towel. Featuring Martin, this beach towel makes a great gift idea for Wild
Kratt fans who are ready for an underwater adventure or who just want to chill by the pool. You can customize a word up to 12 characters. Dry with tortoise power when you use this Wild Shake beach towel. Show your support for Wild Kratts with when you hit a pool or beach. This towel features Chris
Kratt in the Hawksbill Sea Turtle Creature Power Suit. You can personalize the top of this towel by adding the name of your favorite Wild Kratts fan. Explore the ocean with Chris and Martin! Two giant great white sharks are featured on this velour beach towel, along with Chris and Martin Kratt! Take this
towel to the beach, pool, or even use it for a swimtime perfect way to stay warm and dry. Add any word up to 9 characters to get the perfect personalized touch. PBS Kids Shop VisitTV's Toy Box Visit Take a Dive with Some Friendly Sea Creatures! A plush, absorbent beach towel featuring your favorite
brothers is perfect for summer adventures! Join Chris and Martin as they take a dive with two friendly dolphins. Add the name of the perfect personalized touch! PBS Kids Shop VisitTV's Toy Box Visit Boys and Girls Aged 4 to 6 will dive into this Step 2 Reader with the Kratt Brothers as they activate their
creature Power Suits swim with sharks, whales, and other wild sea creatures! Boys and girls aged 4 to 6 can join the Kratt Brothers as they activate their creature Power Suits to crawl, crawl, and shuffle with amazing reptiles! Boys and girls aged 4 to 6 will love this Step 2 Step Reading leveled reader as
they activate their creature Power Suits to go hunting with the world's most amazing predators such as sharks, lions, and crocodiles! Boys and girls aged 4 to 6 will dive into this luxury step 2 reading leveled reader with the Kratt Brothers as they activate their creature Power suits to crawl, crawl, and blister
with amazing animal babies of all kinds! This luxury step in Reading leveled the reader features in animal marketing and eye-catching foil on the cover. Step 2 use basic vocabulary and short sentences to tell simple stories. Children who recognize familiar words with help and may sound like new words.
Boys and girls aged 2 to 5 will enjoy this Little Golden Book in which the Kratt Brothers activate their creature Power Suits and meet some of their favorite wildlife in african savannah! Boys and girls aged 4 to 6 will love this Step 2 Step Reading leveled reader in which they activate their creature Power
Suits to buzz the insect kingdom! Five Wild Shakes Solis Reading leveled readers in one book! Boys and girls aged 4 to 6 will plunge into this step reading collection featuring five Wild Shakes leveled readers on sharks, reptiles, and other wild things together in one volume! Come on, Creature Powers! is
a full color Wild Kratts storybook featuring trade cards, stickers, and posters! Boys and girls 4-6 will learn all you need to know about Wild Kratts amazing creature Power suits! This deluxe Pictureback features trading cards, stickers, and wild kratts poster! Boys and girls aged 3 to 7 can learn all about
Wild Kratts amazing tech-from their flying ship Tortuga to shrink ray miniaturizer, and of course their creature Power suits! This full color story book features trading cards and stickers to add fun! Wild Kratts take off to explore how different animals survive in the cold in this leveled reader featuring shiny
stickers! Boys and girls 4-6 will love to learn to read how Kratts explore the different ways some creatures live and survive in cold climates at this stage of Step 2 Reading leveled the reader. Bonus stickers add fun! Wild Kratts take off at this stage reading a book about wild creatures flying! Boys and girls
4-6 can learn all about birds, bats and other amazing creatures that fly in this leveled reader featuring a pull-out and fold paper fliers! Wild Kratts go in search of creatures that come out at night in this full-color storybook featuring glow-in-the-dark pages and glow poster! Boys and girls 4-6 can learn all
about bats, owls, deep sea creatures, and other animals that come out at night or live in the dark. Glow-in-the-dark leaves and glow wall poster add fun! Wild Kratts go look for lions, tigers, and cats of all sizes at this level reader with stickers! Boys and girls aged four to six can learn all about cats from
ferocious big cats like lions and tigers living in the wild to adorable house cats. Stickers add fun. Wild Kratts are rumbling with the king in the jungle when they try to care for three lion cubs on an African savannah. Can Brothers Creature Power be enough to keep playful cubs out of trouble? Boys and girls
4-6 will love to learn about lions in this Wild Shake leveled reader featuring a removable Card! PBS KIDS: 20 Incredible Tales It's a bird... PBS KIDS: 20 Incredible Tales It's a bird... It's a plane ... This is your favorite PBS KIDS friends! In this action-packed collection, watch as Oscar and Dr. O save the
day when all the Odd Squad comes down with a case jinx, Sheep becomes WordWorld's first superhero and saves the day with the letter S, and much more! Join these PBS KIDS characters as they move to the rescue and have several superhero adventures along the way! Fireflies It's time for the annual
Wild Shake Firefly picnic. Martin and Chris head off into the woods to find some fireflies to join in the fun, while fashion designer, Donita Donta, is capturing all the fireflies used to make a sparkly, one-of-a-kind dress. The Wild Kratts team is keeping the firefly population! Panda Power Up While testing out
the endangered Giant panda, Wild Kratts gets stranded in bamboo forests of China without power to any of its vehicles or equipment. They have to figure out how to power up time to help save pandas that are turned into robotic stuffed toys by the nefarious villain, Zach Varmitech. The secret of an ancient
panda can only lead to creature power that will leave its engines and save the pandas. 20 Music Tales From creating a schoolyard marching band to help Ludwig van Beethoven write a symphony, your friends pbs KIDS really know how to put on a fantastic performance! According to Frozen Pond Wild
Shake and Wild Kratts kids are going on an underwater adventure to learn how pond animals survive the winter. Musk Ox Mania When Chris realizes that his precious creature souvenir collection is missing, the gang has to go back to the Arctic to find it. But the Arctic is now covered with thick ice and
snow, so they will need a special Arctic creature – Musk Ox – and the power of its creature to find it. PBS Kids: Ocean Adventures plunge into exciting adventures with some characters of your favorite PBS kids! Learn how coral reefs are created, get to know a giant prehistoric sea turtle, attend a show
called Dancing Duck Bonanza, and over 10 tales featuring underwater fun! Rocket Jaw: A rescuer reef while examining how coral reefs are formed, wild shakes reveal that Zach and Donita have sent robotic Parrotfish to collect coral for jewelry. Martin and Chris must use the power of the biggest reef
hunters to stop this evil plot. Capture Fishmobile When Aviva unveils its new Fishmobile invention, designed to keep up with the fast, accurate movements of schooling fish, Chris and Martin challenge the gang of brand new creature game. Shop PBS VisitAmazon Visit PBS Kids: Happy Birthday Break out
balloons and strips - it's a birthday party! From choosing a cake to plan a surprise party, join some of your favorite PBS KIDS characters for a 10th birthday Stories. Quillber's Birthday Present It's Aviva's Birthday, and Chris and Martin decide to collect shed snooky quills to make a beautiful necklace as a
gift. As they tag along with African Crested Porcupine, they discover that animals have different types and even some highly specialized features to defend themselves from predators. For example, porcupine feathers are modified hairs designed in essence for deadly defense. The Kratt Brothers must use
this amazing defense to protect the porcupines from Zach's latest animal collection scheme. PBS Kids loves animals – especially the fluffy ones! Join friends from Caillou, Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood, Super Why, Wild Kratts, and many other favorites on these twenty fun adventures, songs and stories
featuring animals of all kinds. Slider Otter Wild Kratts reveal lost otter cub. Assuming he's lost, Bros. attempted to find his family while bringing him to life in Cypress Swamp Florida. Florida.
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